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Fluidic Active Flow Control (FAFC) has emerged as a promising technology to
improve the performance of flight vehicles. Several key questions remain unanswered
and hinder the implementation of FAFC at full-scale. This dissertation presents a
detailed study of a specific type of FAFC: jet-interaction fluidic oscillators. These
actuators generate oscillatory jets at their exit, when they are provided with a steady
supply of pressurized fluid, without moving parts. Important questions regarding the
internal flow physics, sweeping jet characteristics and mechanisms of flow separation
control are addressed.
A state-of-the-art finite volume Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) solver was
extended to enable the simulation of fluidic oscillators and their interactions with a
separating shear layer. The extensions include a multiblock methodology, that was
implemented to support block-structured grid topologies and permit the discretiza-
tion of complex geometries such as fluidic oscillators. The ability to accurately com-
pute high-speed flows and capture shock waves, warranted by the supersonic speeds
encountered at the nozzle of the fluidic oscillators, was demonstrated.
The flow solver was utilized to resolve with high fidelity the behavior of an isolated
jet-interaction fluidic oscillator generating a jet in a quiescent ambient. Time-accurate
three-dimensional simulation were necessary to obtain oscillating jets free from spu-
rious asymmetries. The mechanisms leading to the self-sustaining jet oscillations are
discussed, and the correlation of the oscillation frequency and time-averaged velocity
characteristics with experiments confirm the correct prediction of the relevant physics.
The fully-resolved spatio-temporal characterization of the fluidic oscillator served as
a basis for the development and validation of an improved boundary condition model.
Such a model obviates the need to resolve the interior of the fluidic oscillator, when
flow control applications are evaluated.
xxviii
A wall-mounted model based on the VR-12 airfoil was designed computationally
as part of this research, and it was subsequently evaluated experimentally by the Fluid
Mechanics Research Laboratory at the Georgia Institute of Technology. The model
integrates an array of fluidic oscillators to assess their effectiveness in controlling the
otherwise separated flow. Computations of the unactuated and actuated flows were
correlated with the experimental data for the first-order and second-order statistics,
and the rich flow field provided by CFD permitted the assessment of the mechanisms
governing the flow control. Finally, the new validated boundary condition model was
leveraged to further explore the flow control design space and assess the effect of





The need for improved performance, reduced drag, and more energy efficient rotary-
wing and fixed-wing vehicles has motivated the aerospace community to design and
implement various flow control techniques. Active Flow Control (AFC), specifically
fluidic Active Flow control (FAFC) has been identified as one of key transformative
technologies for the future generation of vertical lift vehicles [1]. The global effective-
ness of these techniques has been demonstrated in multiple scaled experiments, but
the fundamental physics leading to the overall control is not yet fully understood [2].
Simulations can aid to fill many of the gaps in experiments by resolving features that
are difficult to measure and evaluate new designs, but they also have their challenges
[3]. This dissertation focuses on the development of computational techniques for a
specific type of flow control technique: fluidic oscillators.
1.2 Literature review
1.2.1 Aerodynamic flow control
A multitude of flow control techniques have been designed to manipulate flow fields
to achieve specific gains in performance, such as transition delay or trip, separa-
tion mitigation, lift enhancement, drag reduction, turbulence augmentation, or noise
suppression [4]. Flow control techniques have been reviewed in detail in the litera-
ture. Gad-el-Hak published a series of papers describing flow control techniques and
their evolution throughout the years [4–6]. Greenblatt and Wygnanski [7] reviewed
the fundamentals and application of periodic excitation to control flow separation,
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with a special emphasis on experimentation. Cattafesta and Sheplak [8] presented an
overview of actuators for active flow control.
Flow control techniques can be categorized as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Passive
flow control techniques modify the surface geometries exposed to the flow, while AFC
techniques add or subtract energy to the flow through a controlled actuator. Active
techniques have two primary advantages over passive techniques: (1) AFC leverages
and controls a natural stability of the flow to attain a large effect using small, localized
energy input; (2) AFC can be used to control complex, dynamical processes such
as turbulence production in turbulent boundary layers [9]. FAFC techniques have





































Figure 1.1: A type classification of flow control techniques, adapted from [8]
Greenblatt and Wygnanski [7] reviewed early investigations of periodic excitation
for flow control, including both moving surfaces and fluidic actuation, with an em-
phasis on parameters governing the effectiveness of the techniques and experimental
results available. At the time, fluidic periodic excitation consisted essentially in syn-
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thetic jets, with or without steady blowing superimposed. The following parameters
have been identified to be important in characterizing FAFC actuators:













ρV dSdt , (1.2)
ρ and V are the local density and velocity in the plane of the jet orifice; ρ∞ and
V∞ denote the freestream density and velocity; and A is a reference area.















ρV 2dSdt , (1.4)
The jet momentum is often only approximated in experiments if compressibility
effects are present.






where f is the actuation frequency, Lref is a characteristic length, and Vref is a
reference velocity, typically freestream velocity or speed of sound.
With vibrating flaps and synthetic jets, the generation and advection of large
scale structures was identified as the mechanism affecting flow reattachment, as these
structures transfer momentum to the otherwise separated layer. Reduced excita-
tion frequency F+ ∼ O(1) was found to be effective for reattachment of separation
prevention [7]. Higher F+ values (2 to 4) are typically useful to fully suppress the
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separation, while reattachment can be initiated at lower values. The corresponding
momentum addition was on the order of a few percent (0.01% < Cµ < 3%). More
importantly, steady blowing was reported to require an order of magnitude higher
momentum addition to be achieve performance gains comparable to periodic exci-
tation on an airfoil [7]. When curvature effects are present, the actuator placement
becomes an additional variable. Otherwise, actuators are traditionally placed as close
to the separation point as possible.
Amitay and Glezer [10] notably reported effective flow control at high reduced
forcing frequency (F+ ∼ O(10)) using synthetic jets. They conducted experiments
on a model consisting of a circular cylinder for its forward portion and a symmetric
airfoil for its aft portion, that exhibits flow separation without actuation. Their
results showed an unsteady attachment of the flow with actuation at F+ ∼ O(1),
accompanied with the formation of large vortical structures. Actuation at F+ ∼
O(10) decouples the actuation from the natural instabilities of the flow, bypasses this
unsteady attachment and maintains the flow attached without generating large scale
structures.
1.2.2 Fluidic oscillators
One particularly promising FAFC technique is a fluidic oscillator to improve aero-
dynamic performance, including rotorcraft applications [11–16]. Martin et al. [14]
observed a drag reduction on the order of 20% in their wind-tunnel experiments on
the NASA ROBIN-mod7 fuselage with fluidic oscillators embedded in the fuselage
ramp. Yadlin et al. [16] reported a 30% reduction in download by employing fluidic
oscillators on a V-22 tilt-rotor during hover. In fixed-wing applications, this type of
FAFC has been employed to enhance the effectiveness of the vertical tail [12]. Re-
duced actuation frequencies as high as F+ ' 80 have been employed by DeSalvo et
al. [17] to enhance the lift over a flapped airfoil by attaching the otherwise separated
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flow over the flap. Fluidic oscillators also have applications in suppressing cavity
oscillations [18]. Raghu [2], and Gregory and Tomac [19] provide reviews of fluidic
oscillators, that include many more examples of their application.
A fluidic oscillator can be defined as a device without any moving parts that
generates a sweeping or pulsing jet when supplied by a continuous pressurized fluid [8].
Fluidic oscillators are naturally unstable and capable of producing large disturbances
to influence other flows. The sweeping or pulsing jets that are generated can reach
sonic velocities, extending the control authority achievable to high subsonic flow, as
encountered in full-scale applications [2]. They exist in various forms and shapes,
and the most common actuators can be classified in two categories: bi-stable or wall-
attachment (single or double feedback loop) and feedback-free (or jet interaction).





















Figure 1.2: Common types of fluidic oscillators
In the bi-stable configurations, the jet oscillations are driven by the propagation
of compression and expansion waves in the feedback tubes. These waves are created
when the jet attaches to one of the two walls in the nozzle by Coendǎ effect. Pressure
is lower between the wall and the jet attaching to it, and it is higher between the
jet and the opposite wall. The jet is deflected towards the opposite wall when the
disturbances created at one end of the feedback tube propagate to the other end.
Jet interaction fluidic oscillators rely on the natural instability that occurs when
two supply jets meet in the interaction chamber. Part of each jet is periodically de-
flected towards the exit or towards the dome (left of the cavity), and recirculation
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regions are formed in the upper and lower right corners of the cavity. As the re-
circulation region in the upper right corner grows, the upper supply jet is deflected
towards the dome and away from the exit. Simultaneously, the recirculation region
in the lower right corner shrinks, and the lower supply jet is pulled towards the exit.
This process alternates naturally, provided the supply flow rates and pressures are
adequate, giving rise to a sweeping jet at the exit of the device.
Fluidic oscillator designs can be enhanced with a splitter plate at the exit to
reinforce the two dominant directions of the sweeping jet [20–22]. Other types of
fluidic oscillators that do not fall into the two categories presented here have been
reviewed by Campagnuolo and Lee [23].
Several physical phenomena are important in understanding the behavior of fluidic
oscillators and how the technology can transfer efficiently on full-scale applications.
The first subject of research is the cascade of internal mechanisms that lead to the gen-
eration of the pulsing or sweeping jets. In practical applications of fluidic oscillators
to mitigate separation, the actuators are arranged into arrays, and integrated into the
surface where separation occurs [2]. The self interaction between the sweeping jets,
their interaction with the separated boundary layer, and the mechanisms leading to
flow control constitute the second important and perhaps the least understood topic
of research on fluidic oscillators. Separation and reattachment by themselves are com-
plex phenomena to study, in particular in turbulent flows. A significant portion of the
research on fluidic oscillators has been dedicated to defining scaling relations between
different characteristics, such as flow rate, pressure ratio, oscillation frequency, and
deflection angle. Both experiments and simulations have been employed to strengthen
the community understanding of fluidic oscillators. Finally, the influence of jet mo-
mentum, spacing, frequency and orientation on the control effectiveness and efficiency
are of interest, as with any flow control technique.
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(a) Pressure coefficient distribution for Cµ = 2%
(b) Figure of merit
Figure 1.3: Comparison of steady jets and fluidic oscillators for flow separation control
over the NASA wall-mounted hump(from Otto et al. [25])
Following earlier studies on periodic excitations, a few studies indicated that con-
trol of flow separation using sweeping jets is achieved not only by adding momentum
directly to the boundary layer, but also by manipulating the vortical structure of the
outer crossflow, thereby increasing turbulent mixing. Otto et al. [24, 25] experimen-
tally demonstrated the superiority of sweeping jets, as compared to steady jets, to
control the separation over the NASA wall-mounted hump (Fig. 1.3). To do so, they
introduced two parameters to compare the two types of jets: the energy coefficient










where pActuator(g) is the actuator gauge inlet pressure. The actuation figure of merit is
a measure of the improvement from the baseline (unactuated) pressure distribution








The results of Otto et al. indicate that for a given momentum and energy coefficients,
the fluidic oscillators yield a higher figure of merit than the steady jets, unless they are
too close to one another (spacing ∆z/c = 2.2% in Fig. 1.3). The superiority of fluidic
oscillators was attributed to the presence of more coherent streamwise vortices formed
due to the fluidic oscillators, a behavior that was also observed by other researchers
[26, 27] during the interaction of sweeping jets with a crossflow over a flat plate.
1.2.3 CFD and turbulence modeling
The Navier-Stokes (NS) equations are a set of non-linear partial differential equations
governing the behavior of fluids in a continuum. Due to their complexity, solutions on
complex domains require intensive scientific computing giving rise to Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD). More often than not, flows are turbulent, which significantly
complicates the solution process. Three main approaches and their hybrids are em-
ployed, with varying degree of empiricism and computational cost: Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS), Large-Eddy Simulation (LES), and Reynolds-Averaged Navier-
Stokes (RANS) turbulence models. Figure 1.4 summarizes the differences in the
resolution of turbulent scales in DNS, RANS and LES.
In DNS, all space-time scales of the Navier-Stokes equations are resolved. These
simulations become extremely expensive in the presence of turbulence and high Reynolds
numbers, as the computational grids need to resolve the Kolmogorov microscale (η)
[28], which is inversely proportional to Re3/4. As a result, the number of points in
a three-dimensional (3D) computational grid is proportional to Re9/4 [29]. It follows
that DNS is limited to academic applications at low Reynolds numbers, to under-
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(a) DNS (b) LES (c) URANS
Figure 1.4: Illustration of resolved and modeled turbulent scales on a model energy
spectrum
stand the fundamental nature of turbulence, while other models with a higher degree
of empiricism are applied to realistic applications [30, 31].
Most commercial CFD solver use RANS and Unsteady RANS (URANS) ap-
proaches. Only the mean flow is resolved in the computational grid when these
approaches are applied, while all turbulent scales are stochastically and empirically
modeled. Turbulence models include simple algebraic models such as the Baldwin-
Lomax [32], one-equation models like Spalart-Allmaras (SA) [33], two-equations mod-
els including k−ω Shear Stress Transport (SST) [34] and k−ε [35]. RANS approaches
have been shown to be inadequate for massively separated and free shear flows [36–
38]. More accurate methods are needed in these situations.
In LES, a spatial filter is applied to the NS equations, so that the large scales
of motion are resolved with the computational grid, while the smaller scales (sub-
grid scales) are modeled [39]. Accurate LES for wall-bounded flows (Wall-Resolved
LES, WRLES) requires to partially resolve the scales in the inertial subrange, which
remains a restrictive requirement at high Reynolds numbers.
Hybrid RANS/LES (HRLES) closures offer a compromise between accuracy in
separated flows, and computational cost. HRLES can be viewed as a Wall-Modeled
LES (WMLES) [40, 41], where the turbulence is captured with URANS close to
viscous walls and with LES away from the walls. The most widely used Hybrid
RANS/LES closures are the Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) [42, 43] and its vari-
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ants: Delayed DES (DDES) [44] and Improved DDES (IDDES) [45, 46]. DES closures
lack the mechanisms to transfer momentum in the RANS to LES transition (RTLT)
zone, which potentially leads to grid-induced separation, non-convergence of results
upon successive grid refinements and “log-layer mismatch”. The grid-related issues
of the original DES were mitigated with the DDES formulation [44], where bound-
ary layers are “shielded” from switching to LES, thereby increasing the extent of the
RANS region. Several authors addressed the issue of log-layer mismatch in attached
boundary layers by introducing an ad-hoc stochastic forcing or turbulent fluctuations
at the interface between RANS and LES [47, 48]. The IDDES closure was designed
to behave as WMLES when the inflow contains LES content and as DDES otherwise,
and empirical adjustments to the model mitigated the log-layer mismatch issue [45].
Sánchez-Rocha [49] hybridized the k− ω SST model of Menter and the Localized
Dynamic Kinetic-Energy Model (LDKM) of Kim and Menon [50] by applying the
additive hybrid filter proposed by Germano [51]. He showed that the hybrid terms
arising from the rigorous derivation of the hybridized equations are responsible for
the proper transport of momentum in the RTLT zone. His HRLES simulations on
an attached flat plate boundary layer did however require the implementation of
realistic turbulent inflow boundary conditions. Hodara [52] later successfully deployed
a transitional Hybrid RANS/LES (tHRLES) closure, combining the RANS-based
Langtry-Menter γ−Reθ transition model [53], and the fully turbulent HRLES closure
of Sánchez-Rocha.
1.2.4 Numerical simulation of fluidic oscillators
Although the general principles of operation of fluidic oscillators are understood, the
details of the resulting flow physics are not [8]. In particular, the nature of turbulence
and the interaction of the sweeping jets with the separated flow remain the subject of
active experimental and numerical research. High-fidelity numerical simulation can
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provide a more detailed examination of the flow field that cannot be measured in
experiments.
Two-dimensional computations
One of the first accurate CFD simulations of the internal flow in a fluidic oscillator
was performed by Gokoglu et al. [54]. The geometry they employed had a double
feedback loop, as well as a diverter at the nozzle. They performed two-dimensional
(2D) simulations in Fluent 6 [55] with the k−ω SST-URANS turbulence model, and
the resulting oscillation frequencies were in excellent agreement with experiments
for frequencies as high as 7 kHz and peak Mach numbers as high as 2.6. Similarly,
Krüger et al. [56] performed primarily 2D URANS simulations in ANSYS CFX [57] on
a double feedback loop fluidic oscillator. The oscillation frequency in the simulations
were within the 5% error band of the experiments. Krüger et al. also evaluated the
sensitivity of the results to the grid, the outlet boundary condition and the turbulence
model. Their 3D simulation resulted in a higher error in the oscillation frequencies
(7.5%), which they attributed to their large time step and the presence of nonlinear
effects such as separated flows. They concluded that the two-dimensional simulations
were sufficient to obtain the correct oscillation frequencies.
Sitter [58] compared three different types of fluidic oscillators (single feedback,
double feedback, and jet interaction) computationally and experimentally. The nu-
merical studies were conducted with the modified Launder-Reece-Rodi Reynolds
Stress model in ANSYS Fluent [55] on 2D grids. Frequencies up to 1 kHz were
simulated, and though the slope of the linear increase of oscillation frequency with
mass flow was correctly predicted by CFD, the frequencies were under-estimated with
approximately 40% error. Sitter also noted a discrepancy between the experimental
and simulated internal flow dynamics of the feedback-free fluidic oscillator, that is
flow field inside the device cavity at a phase angle of π rad is not a mirror image
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of that at 0 rad. This discrepancy persisted after time step refinements and longer
simulation times.
Pandey and Kim [59] evaluated a double feedback loop fluidic oscillator with AN-
SYS CFX [57]. They applied the k−ω SST turbulence model to a 3D computational
domain, making use of wall functions to reduce the computational cost. The re-
sulting oscillation frequency (12.35 Hz on their finest mesh) was within 1.1% of the
experiments.
Two-dimensional simulations [54, 56, 58, 59] generally limit their focus on the jet
sweeping frequency and internal dynamics rather than the characteristics of the jets
after they exit the fluidic oscillators.
Three-dimensional computations
Three-dimensional simulation have been employed in flow control applications and to
better characterize the isolated jets.
Aram et al. [60] recently proposed a detailed computational analysis of the double
feedback loop fluidic oscillator simulated by Krüger et al. [56]. They evaluated not
only the oscillation frequencies, but also the jet width and time-averaged velocity
profiles in the case of the sweeping jet in quiescent flow condition. They observed
that 2D URANS simulations performed well at low supply mass flow rates for the
prediction of the oscillation frequency, but were inadequate in predicting the charac-
teristics of the ensuing sweeping jet. At higher supply mass flow rates, the oscillation
frequency predicted by 2D URANS became less accurate, with up to 7.58% relative
error compared to experiments. The numerical predictions of the oscillation frequency
improved with 3D URANS and even more with 3D IDDES. The 3D IDDES approach
predicted the oscillation frequencies within 1% relative error at high supply mass
flow rates and proved to be necessary to capture the jet width and velocity profiles.
The 2D URANS approach was not able to capture any of the key features of the
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sweeping jet, over-predicting its velocity and penetration. The 3D URANS approach
more accurately predicted both of these aspects, but the discrepancies remained sig-
nificant compared to 3D IDDES. An important consideration in these studies is that
the fluidic oscillator are large enough to permit Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
measurements of the internal cavity, resulting in low oscillation frequency (approxi-
mately 5-20 Hz in this case), and essentially incompressible flow. The complexity of
the computations increases as the scale of the actuators is decreased.
Schatzman et al. [61] evaluated the interaction between SaOB (Suction and Os-
cillatory Blowing) actuators and boundary layers. These actuators combine suction
with a bi-stable fluidic oscillator. They performed a simulation of the internal flow
and defined boundary conditions for future computations. They solved the incom-
pressible Navier-Stokes equations with a DES closure for turbulence. During the
simulation of the isolated actuator, they obtained a 10% and 30% deviation between
computation and experiments for blowing and suction respectively. The differences
were attributed to the complexity of the simulation and the assumption of incom-
pressible flow though high subsonic flow conditions were encountered in the domain.
The derived boundary conditions were obtained by a curve-fit of the variation of the
actuator exit velocity in time and space, and there was no indication of the inclu-
sion of turbulence in the formulation. Wilson et al. [62] reported the application of
this modeling approach, though they provided little discussion on the effectiveness or
accuracy of the approach.
Lakebrink et al. [63] performed three-dimensional simulations of a jet interac-
tion fluidic oscillator and evaluated the effect of an array of such oscillators (21) on
reducing the separation in an S-Duct diffuser. Little information was provided on
the simulation parameters for a single oscillator. The results for the isolated fluidic
oscillator indicated a 10% over-estimation of the oscillation frequency by the com-
putational approach. The discrepancies were attributed to differences between the
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simulated geometry and the bench-tested geometry. The authors’ attempts to define
a time-dependent boundary condition at the oscillators’ throat or exit in the larger-
scale simulation were not successful. The final solution consisted in only neglecting
the supply region and resolving the actuators’ plenum and throat. This approach
provides little gain in computational cost compared to resolving the entire actuator
internal flow.
Duda et al. [64] applied the Lattice-Boltzmann solver PowerFLOW [65] to a
double feedback loop fluidic oscillator. Their turbulence modeling approach is a
wall-modeled VLES (Very Large Eddy Simulation) on a 3D domain. The velocity
contours outside the actuators showed significant differences between computations
and experiments. The velocity decay was underestimated by the simulations. Based
on the PSD (Power Spectral Density) of pressure at different points in the domain,
the frequencies were generally over-predicted by the computations. Finally, pressure
levels were initially overestimated in the simulations, and the authors had to increase
the inlet stagnation pressure while maintaining the same mass flow in the simulations
to match the experiments. Vatsa et al. [66, 67] used a similar numerical approach
to simulate the internal flow of the fluidic actuators and the control of separation on
a rudder integrating 32 actuators simultaneously (Figure 1.5). They compared the
computational surface pressure distributions and integrated loads to wind-tunnel test
data with approximately 10% error on the integrated loads. Since this approach relies
on a time-accurate solution for the flow inside all actuators, it is relatively expensive.
Childs et al. [68] carried out the simulation of an isolated sweeping jet actuator
and derived a boundary condition to evaluate the effect on a full Boeing 757 vertical
tail containing 31 actuators. They applied SST-URANS and SST-DDES approaches
in the CFD solver OVERFLOW [69]. They observed that the URANS approach re-
sulted in a better solution for the internal flow than DDES. As a result, they opted
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Figure 1.5: Actuator setup employed by Vatsa et al. [67]
to use URANS for the internal flow and DDES for the external flow. The resolution
of frequencies in the simulation was limited by the short duration of the simulation.
Although the shapes of the mean velocity distributions were in agreement with ex-
periments, there were approximately 20−30% difference in the values. The boundary
conditions derived from the simulation of a single actuator consisted in specifying all
time-dependent states at the actuator throats. Several corrections were applied to the
raw data generated by the single oscillator simulation to ensure periodicity and per-
mit interpolation of the variables onto the large-scale problem grids. The validation
of the boundary condition was obtained with the sweeping jet in quiescent flow. The
boundary condition resulted in agreement with experiments for the full vertical tail
pressure coefficient distribution and integrated loads, though the actual values were
not provided. The strength of the boundary condition described in this paper is the
specification of all quantities, including turbulent variables. On the basis of the grid
sizes, the authors estimated that the boundary condition reduced the computational
cost by an order-of-magnitude. They reported that the simulation of the flow control
application required approximately 715, 000 CPU hours, by taking advantage of the
boundary condition.
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Following their computations in a quiescent ambient [60] and the work of Childs
et al. [68], Aram et al. [70] also developed a boundary condition model of their
fluidic oscillators. The boundary condition was applied to evaluate the control of
flow separation over the NASA wall-mounted hump. They investigated the effect of
phase synchronization between two sweeping jets and showed that setting the phase
shift at 0◦, 60◦ or 180◦ resulted in a few percent variation in the pressure distributions.
The pressure coefficients were overestimated by 20-30% in both the unactuated and
actuated flows.
Shmilovich et al. [71] performed 3D simulations of double feedback loop fluidic
oscillators from the characterization of the isolated oscillator in quiescent conditions
to their application on the vertical tail of the Boeing 757 ecoDemonstrator airplane.
In the latter case, the internal flow of each oscillator was resolved. They applied
SST-URANS in the CFD solver OVERFLOW. The oscillation frequencies were on
the order of 300 Hz and the computational predictions of the frequencies were within
5% of the experiments. Discrepancies were observed in the sweeping jet time-averaged
velocity field and the pressure distributions at different sections of the vertical tail.
These discrepancies were attributed to the turbulence model, uncertainties in the
experimental setups and in the full-scale flight test [72]. In these studies, the side
force could be increased by 14% at 30◦ rudder deflection over a critical range of
sideslip angles corresponding to engine failure scenarios. The authors noted challenges
associated with scaling the AFC from wind-tunnel tests to flight test, resulting in
greater effectiveness in the wind tunnel. The main factors reported were a 16%
difference in Mach number and rudder installation in the wind-tunnel. Computations
proved very helpful in elucidating the effects of these variations.
Shmilovich and Vatsa [73] recently proposed a review of practical computational
techniques that they have employed for flow control applications. The URANS (Un-
steady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes) and Lattice-Boltzmann (with Very Large-
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Eddy Simulation) approaches were reported to efficiently provide engineering accu-
racy at computational costs that were claimed to be practical. The reported compu-
tational cost (URANS) was approximately 30,000 CPU hours for actuators with an
oscillation frequency of 225 Hz integrated into a Boeing 757 vertical tail. The compu-
tational cost is expected to increase with the oscillation frequency. Furthermore, as
previously discussed, URANS has previously been shown to be insufficient for certain
fluidic oscillators [60]. The accuracy of URANS in the simulation of fluidic oscillators
seems to depend strongly on the type of devices, their oscillation frequencies and the
relevant spatio-temporal scales involved.
1.2.5 Boundary conditions for large-scale simulations of fluidic oscillators arrays
The simultaneous simulation of flow control devices poses several challenges and there-
fore there exist very few widely accepted boundary conditions for active flow control.
For passive, porous surfaces, Frink et al. [74] presented a numerical boundary
condition. While porosity is experimentally obtained by creating holes on the surface
of interest, the boundary condition proposed by Frink et al. eliminates the need
to construct a grid that is body-fitted to the hole configuration and the underlying
plenum. In the model, a porous wall is characterized by its solidity s (closed surface





The plenum pressure is determined in the solution process, and the velocity normal
to the wall and the pressure at the boundary are computed with isentropic relations.
The approach was demonstrated on a 5.0-Caliber Tangent-Ogive Forebody and a Gen-
eral Aviation Whitcomb (GA(W)-1) wing. In both cases, the numerical simulations
recovered the pressure coefficient distributions, and integrated lift and drag.
There are currently no such high-level boundary condition for active fluidic flow
control in the published literature. The least expensive approaches employed for
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fluidic oscillators consist in generating a boundary condition based on the simulation
of a single device in a quiescent ambient. That boundary condition is then applied
for each of the devices present in the large-scale configuration. As discussed in the
previous section, this approach was applied by Childs et al. [68] and Aram et al. [70]
on a double feedback loop fluidic oscillator. A similar boundary condition has not
been derived for a jet interaction fluidic oscillator.
1.3 Thesis objectives
1.3.1 Conclusions from the literature review
The numerical simulation of fluidic oscillators has visibly drawn researchers’ atten-
tion over the past decade. However, best practices to perform accurate simulations
have yet to be clearly identified, resulting in different conclusions in the published
literature. Many numerical simulations in the literature have been restricted to two-
dimensional domains or URANS approaches. Recent studies [60] have demonstrated
that while three-dimensional LES-based approaches are not always necessary to pre-
dict the oscillation frequencies, they are indispensable to capture the jet characteris-
tics.
There exist very few accurate predictions of the sweeping jet time-averaged veloc-
ity distributions. The reasons for these discrepancies must be identified and addressed
for CFD to become a reliable tool for such applications. Turbulence appears to be one
key factor, as LES-based techniques have generally produced more accurate results.
The resolution of the flow inside multiple fluidic oscillators to evaluate their effect on
separation remains computationally expensive, making accurate approaches to model
these oscillators necessary for design and analysis in engineering situations. Under-
standing the interaction between these actuators and other flows of interest remains
an open problem. The computations of flow control applications [68, 70, 71] remain
restricted to first-order statistics such as the time-averaged pressure and velocity. In-
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vestigating the turbulent interactions can provide additional insight into the physics
and further validation of the computational codes. Finally, numerical simulations of
fluidic oscillators have primarily been devoted to double feedback loop variants, with
little attention to feedback-free devices.
1.3.2 Overall thesis objectives
Following this literature review, the objectives of the proposed dissertation are:
1. To evaluate the internal physics of a feedback-free fluidic oscillator with high fi-
delity simulations. Unlike double feedback loop sweeping jet actuators, there are
few studies of the flow inside feedback-free fluidic oscillators. Detailed analyses
from CFD is especially lacking. The internal flow dynamics are investigated in
details in this work and the physics are qualitatively compared to experimental
observations reported in the literature.
2. To quantitatively characterize and correlate with experiments the relation be-
tween oscillation frequency, volume flow rate and pressure ratio.
3. To quantitatively characterize and correlate with experiments the physics of the
sweeping jets in the external flow field, including turbulence.
4. To study the interactions between a sweeping jet and a flow of interest, and
identify the physical mechanisms leading to flow reattachment. There is a
fundamental lack of understanding of the flow control mechanisms and jet in-
teractions, as many details of the flow cannot be assessed experimentally. In
this work, the simulated first-order and second-order statistics are correlated
with experiments, and the computations were leveraged to further understand
the physics.
5. To develop and validate an outer mold line (aerodynamic surface) boundary
condition for arrays of fluidic oscillators. Boundary condition models of flu-
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idic oscillators are needed to reduce the computational costs and enable rapid
assessment of flow control applications. A step-by-step approach is applied to-
wards the identification of the relevant information that must be encoded in
the models and evaluate the accuracy of different approaches.
1.3.3 Thesis outline
The remainder of this dissertation is articulated as follows:
• The CFD solver is introduced in Chapter II, with references to the initial im-
plementation, and the new developments required to tackle the flow control ap-
plications considered. In particular, the initial single-block solver was extended
with a multiblock approach in order to solve around more complex geometries.
Test cases are presented to demonstrate the validity of the implemented meth-
ods.
• With the enhanced flow solver, a fluidic oscillator was simulated in a quiescent
ambient to assess its characteristics (jet oscillation frequency, internal flow dy-
namics, external jet penetration and spreading). The results are presented in
Chapter III and compared to experimental data. Several boundary condition
models of the fluidic oscillator are presented and assessed.
• Chapter IV presents the design of a VR-12 airfoil-based wall-mounted model
that exhibits flow separation without actuation, and the mitigation of that sep-
aration when actuation is applied via a spanwise array of fluidic oscillators.
Computations are validated with experimental data, and the boundary condi-





A state-of-the-art CFD solver, GTsim, initially developed by Hodara [52], is employed
in this work. The code is finite-volume (cell-centered) and operates on structured
grid topologies to achieve high efficiency and numerical accuracy. In this chapter, the
numerical schemes implemented in GTsim will be described. The validation of the
initial code was performed by Hodara [52]. Several extensions to the initial code have
been added for flow control applications as part of the research in this thesis. Further
validation of these extensions is included in section 2.5.
2.1 Governing equations
The unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations applied to a moving rigid body








(Fc − Fv) dS = 0 , (2.1)
where Ω represents the control volume and ∂Ω its enclosing surface. The Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation is used for rigid-body rotations and transla-




















n = (nx, ny, nz) is the normal vector at the interface and Vr is the contravariant
velocity relative to the grid motion Vt = (ut, vt, wt):
Vr = nxu+ nyv + nzw − nxut + nyvt + nzwt = V − Vt . (2.3)









u2 + v2 + w2
)
and ρH = ρE + p . (2.4)
Some turbulence closures include additional equations for the turbulent kinetic energy,




nxτxx + nyτxy + nzτxz
nxτxy + nyτyy + nzτyz
nxτxz + nyτyz + nzτzz




Θx = uτxx + vτxy + wτxz − qx
Θy = uτxy + vτyy + wτyz − qy
Θz = uτxz + vτyz + wτzz − qz .
(2.6)

















































































while the heat flux vector is
qx = −
M∞




































These equations are written in non-dimensional form, which yields the freestream
Mach number M∞, Reynolds number Re and Prandtl number Pr. The dimensional















































where ρ̃∞, ã∞, T̃∞ and µ̃∞ are respectively the freestream density, speed of sound,
static temperature and molecular viscosity. If L̃ is the physical characteristic length
of the problem (in meters, feet, etc.), the corresponding length in the grid can be
defined as Lref . The Reynolds number in Eq. (2.7)-(2.8) is the Reynolds number
based on L̃R = L̃/Lref , i.e. the Reynolds number per unit grid length. The Reynolds











respectively, with Ṽ∞ the velocity magnitude in the freestream. The Prandtl number
can be assumed in this work to be constant (Pr ' 0.72 for air at moderate temper-







where the constants C1 and C2 are gas-dependent. For air at moderate temperatures,
C1 = 1.458× 10−6 kg/(m.s.K1/2) and C2 = 110.4 K.
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2.2 Numerical schemes
2.2.1 Spatial and temporal discretization
The original spatial and temporal discretization schemes in GTsim were not modified,
except for terms affected by the addition of a preconditioner, as discussed in section
2.2.2. Here, a brief summary of the schemes is included for completion; the reader is
referred to Hodara [52] for a detailed description.
Temporal discretization is achieved in physical time with second-order backward
differencing. The implicit formulation permits larger time steps. However, it requires
the computation of the flux Jacobian.
Three spatial discretization schemes were initially implemented in GTsim for the
convective fluxes including second and fourth-order central-differences [76], as well
as Roe’s Flux Difference Splitting (FDS) [77] combined with van Leer’s Monotone
Upstream-Centered Schemes for Conservation Laws (MUSCL) reconstruction [78] at
the interface. The central difference schemes are limited to low Mach number flows,
while Roe’s scheme is employed at compressible speeds, including supersonic flows.
In addition to the schemes initially implemented by Hodara, a fifth-order WENO
(Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory) reconstruction was implemented to achieve
high-order of accuracy in supersonic flows. There are multiple variants of this scheme;
the WENO-JS and WENO-Z versions proposed respectively by Jiang and Shu [79]
and Borges et al. [80, 81] were implemented in GTsim. The WENO-Z theoretically
achieves less dissipation and higher resolution than the classical WENO-JS scheme.
Roe’s FDS is retained as the approximate Riemann solver.
In the WENO-JS and WENO-Z schemes, the face values for the left and right
states are obtained by weighting third-order approximations obtained using three-






































































































































, for WENO-Z ,
(2.15)
and r = 1, 2, 3 and γL,Rr are the ideal weights γL1 = γR3 = 0.1, γL2 = γR2 = 0.6, γL3 =
γR1 = 0.3. The parameter ε is used to avoid the division by zero in the denominator
and p = 2 is chosen to increase the difference of scales of distinct weights at non-














(Ui − 2Ui+1 + Ui+2)2 + 14(3Ui − 4Ui+1 + Ui+2)
2 .
(2.16)
The right smoothness indicators βRr are obtained by shifting all indexes in βLr to the
right by one, and τL,R5 = |β1 − β3| is a higher order smoothness indicator.
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Unless otherwise specified, the WENO reconstruction is applied to the conserved
variables. Preforming the reconstruction on the characteristic variables in known to
be more robust, for an increased computational cost [82] due to the computation of
eigenvectors and multiple projections from physical space to characteristic space. The
characteristic-wise reconstruction was also implemented in GTsim and was found to
be necessary in the presence of strong reflections and shocks, like the Double Mach
Reflection problem (section 2.5.4).
The implementation of the fifth-order scheme requires a corresponding treatment
of the boundary conditions. This is achieved by introducing a third layer of ghost cells
to the computational domain. The scheme presented here can be shown to be fifth-
order on a one-dimensional uniform grid. However, a dimension-by-dimension imple-
mentation in a finite-volume approach results in second-order accuracy for 3D non-
linear fluxes. Quadratures must be used in multiple dimensions to preserve the fifth-
order accuracy, which comes at a higher computational cost [83]. Finite-difference
schemes do not have this limitation on the dimension-by-dimension method. Nonethe-
less, the dimension-by-dimension approach on the present scheme results in improve-
ments compared to lower-order formulations, in particular when resolving turbulent
structures on smoothly varying grids [81, 83, 84].
2.2.2 Dual time stepping and preconditioning
Numerical difficulties arise at low Mach number, due to the disparity in the eigen-
values of the system [85]. Approaches to address this problem can be classified as
pressure-based or density-based [86]. Pressure-based methods originate from the in-
compressible form of the NS equations, while density-based methods originate from
the compressible form. A pressured-based formulation employing the Chorin artificial
compressibility method was implemented in GTsim and is presented in Appendix A.
Pressure-based methods are inadequate in flowfields containing both low and high
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Mach numbers simultaneously (all-speed flows [87]) such as a fluidic oscillator with
a supersonic nozzle. Therefore, a robust low Mach preconditioning approach was
also applied to the compressible NS equations. Gallagher [88] provides a review of
low Mach preconditioning techniques and successfully added them to the MacCor-
mack scheme. Preconditioning has also successfully been derived for the Roe [89] and
central difference [90] schemes.
A low Mach number preconditioner serves three purposes: (1) rescaling the eigen-
values of the system; (2) changing the scaling of the numerical dissipation; (3) cou-
pling pressure and velocity as it is done in pressure-based schemes. The first objective
is accomplished by multiplying the time-dependent term of the NS equations by an
appropriate preconditioning matrix. The second and third objectives are achieved by
using a set of primitive variables. Because accuracy at high speeds remains important
for flows that span both incompressible and compressible flow regimes, primitive vari-
ables are only implicitly included with transformation matrices, while the governing
equation remain written in terms of the conservative variables.
A dual-time stepping approach is employed to mitigate the various linearization
errors, including the linearization of the fluxes, and the loss of time accuracy due to














(Fc − Fv) dS = 0 (2.17)
The Weiss-Smith [89] preconditioning matrix (Γ) is one of the most recognized pre-
conditioners for viscous flows. It is defined in its simplest form for the following set
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of primitive variables W = (p u v w T )T as
Γ =

Θ 0 0 0 ρT
Θu ρ 0 0 ρTu
Θv 0 ρ 0 ρTv
Θw 0 0 ρ ρTw
ΘH − 1 ρu ρv ρw ρTH + ρHT

, (2.18)







with ρT and hT denoting the derivatives of density and enthalpy with respect to






. Ur is a reference velocity



















The preconditioning matrix for the conservative state vector is related to the precon-





The preconditioning matrix (ΓC) is such that limUr→a ΓC = Ī, where Ī is the iden-
tity matrix, so that preconditioning is turned off when the flow approaches sonic
conditions.

































(Fc − Fv)l ∆Sl , (2.24)
m and n indicate iterations in pseudo time and physical time respectively, with corre-
sponding time steps ∆τ and ∆t. The linearization of the flux Jacobian is responsible
for making the formulation implicit in pseudo time, thereby increasing the stability
of the solver. The system of equations in Eq. (2.22) is solved in GTsim using the
LU-SSOR scheme [91].
The characteristics-based boundary conditions and the convective flux Jacobian
matrix are modified in the code to accommodate the preconditioned system. The
viscous flux Jacobian is left unchanged [87]. The modification of the eigenvalues,
eigenvectors and characteristic variables are presented in Appendix B. The imple-
mentation in GTsim has been limited to the central schemes.
2.3 Turbulence closure
The governing equations and numerical schemes have thus far focused on the NS
equations. While these equations can be solved by Direct Numerical Simulation
(DNS) for low Reynolds numbers flows, RANS and LES approaches remain the state
of the art for practical applications. Both RANS and LES models require the solution
of additional equations to affect the turbulence closures. In GTsim, the additional
equations are loosely coupled to the NS equations. In loose coupling, the turbulence
equations are solved separately from the NS equations, whereas all equations are
solved simultaneously in tight coupling. For example, a two-equation turbulence
closure will result in the solution of a system of seven equation when tightly coupled
with the NS equations. The advantage of loose coupling is that the turbulence models
can be interchanged, though tight coupling may result in faster convergence [92].
Pseudo time iterations are leveraged to ensure the convergence of all equations. The
following approaches are employed in this effort:
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• Fully-Turbulent URANS: k − ω SST of Menter, 2003 [34];
• Fully-Turbulent URANS: Spalart-Allmaras, 2012 [33];
• Transitional URANS: γ −Reθ of Langtry and Menter, 2009 [53];
• Fully-Turbulent HRLES: Hybrid model of Sánchez-Rocha, 2009 [49];
• Fully-Turbulent (I)DDES: SST-based (Improved) Delayed Detached Eddy
Simulation of Gritskevich et al. [46];
2.4 Block-structured approach
Flow control applications consist of an outer flow and the flow control mechanism
that may need to be resolved simultaneously. The internal geometry of the actuator
itself can be intricate enough that generating a single structured grid becomes chal-
lenging. Discretization of such complex geometries with structured grids requires a
multiblock approach [93–95] or an overset capability [96]. Overset grids overlap one
another and hole-cutting algorithms resolve the interface between the different grids.
They are superior to block-structured grids for relative motion between the grids,
but their implementation is more difficult, the interpolation between grids introduces
additional errors, and the hole-cutting algorithm limits the parallel efficiency. As,
there are no moving parts in fluidic oscillators, a multiblock approach was selected
and implemented in GTsim.
Initial implementations of the multiblock approach in GTsim consisted in splitting
each grid block among all available processors. Each processor was thus assigned a
portion of all grid blocks, and solved the governing equation on each portion succes-
sively. This required two levels in the data structures: one global level storing all grid
portions assigned and one level containing the grid being treated at a given instant
in the procedure, thereby duplicating the memory. In addition to the memory opera-
tions required, this approach limited the parallel efficiency of the solver. The results
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presented in this dissertation were obtained with a multiblock implementation that
only assigns a portion of one grid to each processor. The code that partitions the grid
became more complex, but there are no longer superfluous memory operations, and
the parallel efficiency can be recovered. The drawback of this implementation is that
the solver requires at least as many processors as there are grid blocks. That con-
stitutes a lower limit that typically results in low parallel efficiency if the block sizes
differ significantly. Choosing an adequate number of processors is generally not an is-
sue on modern High Performance Computing (HPC) platforms. These considerations
are just as important as the accuracy of the solver.
To offer additional flexibility, an interpolation procedure was implemented to sup-
port grids where both sides of a block interface do not have the same number of cells.
Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate these two types of interfaces, and the associated ghost
cells. Only one ghost cell level is shown. GTsim uses two levels (second-order and
fourth-order schemes), which was extended to three levels to accommodate the fifth-
order WENO scheme.
Block  Block 2
Interface
(a) One-to-one interface
Block  Block 2
Interface
(b) Mismatching cell number at interface
Figure 2.1: Illustration of block interfaces
(a) One-to-one interface (b) Mismatching cell number at interface
Figure 2.2: Illustration of one layer of ghost cells. Ghost layer in blue.
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Different types of interpolation techniques were tested such as a linear interpola-
tion and a cubic spline for a 1D interface. When the interface is a plane (2D) aligned
with one coordinate axis, such as encountered in a Cartesian grid, bilinear or bicu-
bic interpolations could be employed. Unfortunately, these do not apply to general
interfaces (not aligned with a coordinate axis) encountered on a curvilinear grid [97].










where φ is the quantity interpolated, such as density or momentum, and di is the
distance from the point of interest to its nearest neighbor i. The N nearest neighbors
are determined in GTsim during the initialization phase to minimize the overhead of
the interpolation.
Test cases demonstrating the correct implementation of the block-structured ap-
proach are provided in section 2.5: two cases pertaining to one-to-one interfaces, and
one case evaluating the interpolation procedure at mismatching block interfaces.
2.5 Code verification and validation
The initial verification and validation of GTsim was carried out by Hodara [52]. The
code was shown to be second-order accurate in time (order 1.89 more precisely),
and capable of accurate predictions, including transitional flows. The superiority
of hybrid RANS/LES over RANS was demonstrated on massively separated flows.
Additional test cases are reported in the present dissertation to test applications that
were not previously evaluated (high-speed flows), and newly implemented features
(Incompressible solver and preconditioning, fifth-order WENO and multiblock).
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2.5.1 Laminar flat plate
This test case serves as a basis to compare of the incompressible, compressible, and
preconditioned formulations. Consider a laminar flat plate at Reynolds 20000 (based






The rectangular grid consists of 161 points in the streamwise direction (including
130 points on the plate) and 65 points in the normal direction, 35 of which lie in
the boundary layer. Low Mach numbers are tested to illustrate the effect of low
Mach preconditioning, the efficiency of the incompressible solver, and to verify the
correct implementation of these solvers. A second-order central difference scheme is
employed, with a CFL number of 100 in all cases. Table 2.1 contains the values of
the final drag coefficient for the three solvers at Mach 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 and Fig.
2.3 is a comparison of the convergence histories.
Table 2.1: Drag coefficient for a laminar flat plate at Reynolds 20000
Mach 0.1 0.01 0.001
Theory 0.939× 10−2
Compressible 0.982× 10−2 0.105× 10−2 0.149× 10−2
Preconditioning 0.956× 10−2
Incompressible (β = 1) 0.959× 10−2
Incompressible (β = 10) 0.971× 10−2
Incompressible (β = 100) 0.982× 10−2
Convergence is severely degraded in the compressible solver as the Mach number
decreases, resulting in significant variations in the drag coefficient (85% difference
between Mach 0.1 and Mach 0.001). The solution is expected to be independent of
Mach number as predicted by the preconditioning scheme, where the value obtained
for the drag coefficient is within 1.8% of the theoretical value. The incompressible
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solver exhibits little sensitivity to the artificial compressibility factor (β): approxi-
mately 2% for the values considered. The value of the drag coefficient for β = 1 is in
close agreement with the value obtained with preconditioning (0.3% difference). For
β ≤ 10, the incompressible solver converges the fastest to machine precision.
This test case demonstrates that methods adapted to low speed flows are necessary











































































Figure 2.3: Convergence history for a laminar flat plate at Reynolds 20000
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2.5.2 Laminar vortex shedding behind a cylinder
Consider a flow past a circular cylinder at Reynolds 100. As illustrated in Fig. 2.4,
a Von Kármán vortex street forms behind the cylinder. The objective of this test
case is to evaluate compressible, incompressible and preconditioning schemes for an
unsteady problem.
The grid is an O-grid containing 151 points in the circumferential direction, and
160 points in the wall-normal direction. The farfield extends 60 diameters away
from the cylinder. The time step corresponds to ∆t = 0.01D
V∞
, or approximately
600 iterations per vortex shedding cycle. A second-order central difference scheme is
employed, with a CFL number of 100 in all cases and 10 sub-iterations.
Figure 2.4: Von Kármán vortex street behind a cylinder at ReD = 100 obtained from
GTsim, incompressible solver
Table 2.2 summarizes the vortex shedding characteristics predicted, as well as
values found in the literature. Similar to the laminar flat plate case, the compress-
ible solver predicts the expected characteristics at Mach 0.1 and 0.01, and it fails at
Mach 0.001. In fact, the mean lift coefficient increases in time and eventually di-
verges at Mach 0.001. Otherwise, the characteristics are predicted within 2% of other
computations in the literature, including pressure-based solvers.
Figure 2.5 is a comparison of sub-iteration convergence of the solvers at different
Mach numbers. The incompressible solver histories are simply repeated in the three
plots, and a reduction of the sub-iteration residuals by three orders of magnitude
is observed. The reduction in the sub-iteration residuals is comparable between the
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Table 2.2: Comparison of vortex shedding characteristics for the flow past a cylinder
at ReD = 100
References Mach Cd C ′l St
Roshko [98] (exp) - - - 0.164
Kim et al. [99] - 1.33 0.32 0.165
Choi et al. [100] - 1.34 0.315 0.164
Karagiosis et al. [101] 0.05 1.317 0.320 0.168
Present, compressible 0.1 1.333 0.323 0.166
0.01 1.316 0.322 0.160
0.001 1.156 - 0.107
Present, preconditioning 0.1 1.333 0.323 0.166
0.01 1.325 0.324 0.164
0.001 1.326 0.327 0.163
Present, incompressible (β = 1) - 1.317 0.315 0.165
compressible and preconditioning schemes, and the level of convergence is dependent
on the Mach number. The preconditioning scheme still predicts accurate vortex shed-
ding characteristics at Mach 0.001, though the sub-iteration residual only decreases by
approximately 1.5 orders of magnitude. Here, the subiteration residual convergence
is not a sufficient indicator of accuracy.
Additional tests were conducted on the compressible solver, with lower time steps
or more sub-iterations resulting in an improvement of the predictions. In particular,
dividing the baseline time step by 10 yielded the following vortex shedding character-
istics: Cd ' 1.255, C ′l ' 0.277 St ' 0.137. This constitutes a significant improvement
compared to the initial computations (16% error on the Strouhal number versus 34%
error previously). This suggests that if the time step is small enough, an accurate so-
lution can be obtained with the compressible solver, though the computation becomes
very inefficient.
Finally, there is an upper limit to the physical time step permitted such that the
solution does not diverge. This applies to all solvers, including the implicit precon-













































































































Figure 2.5: Subiteration convergence history for the laminar vortex shedding behind a
cylinder at ReD = 100. Compressible (black), Incompressible (red), Preconditioning
(blue)
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increased to maintain the stability and accuracy. For the present case, everything
else remaining the same, the preconditioning solver diverges at Mach 0.001 when the
physical time step exceeds ∆t = 0.2D
V∞
(30 steps per vortex shedding cycle). The limit
is typically much lower in turbulent flows.
This test case demonstrates the need for appropriate numerical schemes in time-
accurate computations when very low speed flow regions are present. If an inaccurate
solution is obtained with the compressible solver, precondition can provide significant
improvements.
2.5.3 Two-dimensional supersonic flat plate
In order to validate GTsim’s compressible solver for supersonic applications, the su-
personic, turbulent flow past a flat plate is simulated using the k−ω SST turbulence
model. This test case is part of the NASA Turbulence Modeling Resource (TMR)
[102]. Of particular interest is the case of a freestream at Mach 2 with an adiabatic
wall. The Reynolds number 15 million per unit length, while the length of the plate
is 2 grid units. The mesh employed has 544 cells in the streamwise direction, and
384 cells in the wall-normal direction, with y+1 < 0.2 over the plate. The wall-unit
distance from the wall to the first cell center in the wall-normal direction y+1 is given
by Eq. 2.27, where uτ is the friction velocity
√





Figure 2.6 is a schematic of the computational domain and boundary conditions. The
left and top boundaries are farfields, allowing characteristics to leave the domain. The
domain is extended upstream of the flat plate to avoid conflicts between the inflow and
wall boundary conditions. A zero-th order extrapolation is applied at the downstream
boundary, even within the boundary layer, for stability considerations.
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Figure 2.6: Computational domain and boundary conditions for the supersonic flat
plate
The solution obtained is in excellent agreement with theory and other codes. The
reference theory uses a combination of the Karman-Schoenherr (K-S) relation and
the Van Driest II transformation. The skin friction and velocity profile from GTsim
are compared to theory and the solution from CFL3D [102] in Figs. 2.7 and 2.8












































Figure 2.8: Velocity profile in wall units for the supersonic flat plate at M∞ = 2
extracted at Reθ = 10000
2.5.4 Double Mach Reflection
The Double Mach Reflection problem was simulated to verify the implementation of
the fifth-order WENO scheme. This problem, originally suggested by Woodward and
Colella [103], has extensively been used in the literature as a benchmark for Euler
codes. Figure 2.9 is the schematic of the setup for this problem, and the important
flow features expected are labeled in Fig. 2.10.













Figure 2.9: Computational domain and boundary conditions for the Double Mach
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Figure 2.10: Double Mach Reflection key flow features nomenclature
The fifth-order WENO reconstruction is compared to the second-order MUSCL
reconstruction. Harten’s entropy correction [104] is applied to remedy the kinked
Mach stem phenomenon otherwise observed with the Roe scheme [105]. In addition,
if the solution contains two discontinuities which are too close to one another, the
reconstruction procedure will not be able to find a smooth stencil, and spurious
oscillations will appear possibly causing the scheme to diverge [106]. Therefore, only
for the present test case, the MUSCL is applied instead of the WENO reconstruction
when the reconstructed value leads to a negative density or temperature, similar to
the work of Titarev and Toro [106]. This issue was encountered at the right most
triple point of Fig. 2.10.
The initial conditions are given by
[ρ, u, w, p] =












The top boundary has a Dirichlet condition given by
[ρ, u, w, p] =












The solution was carried out until t = 0.2 on three different uniform grids. The
coarsest grid had 480 cells in the wall-parallel direction, and 120 cells in the wall-
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normal direction (480× 120). The medium and fine grids have dimensions 960× 240
and 1920× 480 respectively. The non-dimensional time step is taken as 10−4 on the
coarse and medium grid, and 10−5 on the fine grid, with enough sub-iterations to
guarantee at least three orders of magnitude reduction in the residuals.
Figures 2.11 and 2.12 are comparisons of the second-order and fifth-order schemes
on the three grids evaluated. It is clear that the fifth-order scheme provides a better
resolution of the structures below the primary slip line. The structures resolved on





Figure 2.11: Overview of density contours overview for the Double Mach Reflection





Figure 2.12: Close view of density contours below the Mach stem for the Double
Mach Reflection test case at t = 0.2. Left: MUSCL, Right: WENO
2.5.5 Two-dimensional Backward-Facing Step
This test case is also part of the NASA Turbulence Modeling Resource (TMR) [102].
The grid is block-structured as illustrated in Fig. 2.13, with one-to-one interfaces.
The second finest grid provided in the TMR was used. Validation results from other
codes have also relied on the same mesh.
The Reynolds number based on the step height and the velocity at x/H = −4
is 36, 000. The freestream temperature is set to 298.33 Kelvin. The k − ω SST














129 x 2 x 449
Block 3
385 x 2 x 449
Block 1
257 x 2 x 257
Block 2
97 x 2 x 257
Figure 2.13: Illustration of the grid blocks for the BFS. The axes are not to scale.
The left boundary of the first block has a farfield condition, with a Mach number
of 0.128 and a non-dimensional pressure of 1. The pressure at the outlet (right
boundary of the fourth block) is set to recover the reference Mach number of 0.128 at
x/H = −4. The upper and lower boundaries of all blocks are viscous walls, with the
exception of −130 ≤ x/H < −110, where symmetry boundary conditions are applied
to avoid possible incompatibilities between freestream inflow and the wall boundary
condition [102].
The data provided in the TMR for the CFL3D results with the SST turbulence
model and the experimental data form Driver and Seegmiller [107] were used to
validate the GTsim results. Figure 2.14 illustrates the recirculation region after the
step. Figure 2.15 shows the pressure and skin friction coefficient distributions along
the bottom wall respectively. Figure 2.16 shows the velocity profiles at different axial
locations. The solution obtained is in excellent agreement with reported results from
CFL3D and OVERFLOW [102, 108].
The computational results obtained with GTsim are in agreement the CFL3D
results. For example, the maximum relative error on the coefficient of friction is
2%. Differences between both computations and experiments are expected for RANS
simulations. The objective here was to verify that the multiblock approach as imple-




































































































































Figure 2.17: Turbulent shear stress profiles at x/h = 1, x/h = 4, x/h = 6, and
x/h = 10 for the BFS
2.5.6 Two-dimensional Wall-Mounted Hump
This test case is also part of the NASA Turbulence Modeling Resource (TMR) [102].
The grid is block-structured (four blocks), as illustrated in Fig. 2.18 with one-to-
one interfaces. Blocks 2 and 3 represent the plenum region used for flow control
applications. The finest grid provided in the TMR was used to evaluate the baseline
case and a case where steady suction is applied at the bottom of the plenum.
The Reynolds number for this problem is 936, 000. The dimensional freestream
temperature is set to 298.33 Kelvin. The k − ω SST turbulence model is employed,
and the simulation is carried out until convergence to a steady state.
The left boundary of the fourth block is a subsonic inflow with stagnation con-
ditions based on the specified Mach number of 0.1 and a non-dimensional pressure
of 1. A back pressure ratio p
patm
= 0.99962 is set at the outlet. The bottom of the
plenum has a slip wall condition in the baseline case, and the mass flow is specified
in the case of steady suction. The top boundary is a slip wall, while the remaining
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121 x 2 x 65
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(b) Close view to include blocks 2 and 3




















(a) Overview of the recirculation separation bub-



















(b) Close view of the interface between the plenum
and the main flow
Figure 2.19: Non-dimensional streamwise velocity field and streamlines for the WMH
(baseline)
First, consider the baseline case without flow control. The plenum is present, but does
not affect the flow. Figure 2.19 is an overview of the solution field. A bubble forms
at the interface between the bump and the plenum, essentially closing the plenum.
The results obtained with GTsim are in excellent agreement with CFL3D results
[102], as illustrated by the pressure and skin friction distributions in Fig. 2.20, the
velocity profiles in Fig. 2.21 and the modeled turbulent shear stresses in Fig. 2.22.
The numerical solutions are also compared to experiments. The computations over-
predict the extent of the recirculation region, resulting in differences in the quantities
compared. Nonetheless, the objective of verifying the multiblock implementation in
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Figure 2.20: Pressure and skin friction coefficient distributions along the bottom wall
of the WMH (baseline)
The under-predicted turbulent shear stresses are characteristic of RANS models
in separated regions. Studies of this problem with LES in the literature have shown
that significant improvements on the second-order statistics and the reattachment
location are possible. That said, matching all quantities of interest to experiments
(pressure coefficient, skin friction coefficient, velocity and turbulent shear stress pro-
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Figure 2.22: Turbulent shear stress profiles for the WMH (baseline)
Steady suction case
A steady suction case was simulated in GTsim. The mass flow at the bottom of the
plenum is 0.01518 kg/s. As illustrated in Fig. 2.23, part of the main flow is now
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diverted into the plenum to reduce the separation over the hump. Experimental data
are only available for the pressure distribution, serving as a basis of comparison for
the GTsim result (Fig. 2.24). The computation over-estimates the pressure coefficient
right before the plenum, and under-estimates it in the recirculation region. Fig. 2.24
also presents a comparison of the skin friction distribution between the baseline and
steady suction cases; the differences are consistent with a decrease of the extent of



















(a) Overview of the recirculation separation bub-



















(b) Close view of the interface between the plenum
and the main flow


























Figure 2.24: Pressure and skin friction coefficient distributions along the bottom wall
of the WMH (steady suction)
The evaluation of the steady suction case provides a qualitative comparison with
the baseline case. As with the baseline case, many considerations such as 3D, LES
and turbulent inflows must be included to favorably compare with experimental data.
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2.5.7 Square lid-driven cavity manufactured solution
Consider a two-dimensional laminar lid-driven square cavity over the domain [0, 1]×
[0, 1]. This test case serves as a validation for the interpolation procedure across
multiblock zonal interfaces. The computational domain is illustrated by Fig. 2.25.
The upper boundary is a viscous moving wall, while the other three sides of the
domain are viscous stationary walls.
Y X
Z
Figure 2.25: Two-block grid (32× 32 + 64× 32) for the square cavity manufactured
solution
A manufactured solution can be designed for an incompressible flow, with the







to the right hand side of the w-momentum
equation. The problem then admits an exact solution [113] defined as
u(x, z) = 8f(x)g′(z)
w(x, z) = −8f ′(x)g(z) ,
(2.30)
where
f(x) = x4 − 2x3 + x2
g(z) = z4 − z2 .
(2.31)
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The moving wall has a Dirichlet boundary condition given by the exact solution
u(x, 1), and the body force is given by
B(x, z, Re) = − 8
Re












The simulation is carried out with the incompressible solver with theoretically
second-order central differences, β = 100 and Re = 1. The compressible solver
cannot be used in this case due to unphysical values of pressure that would result
in negative temperatures. The solution obtained is illustrated in Fig. 2.26. The
visualization software is configured to plot the exact cell-centered solution exported
from GTsim. Figure 2.27 presents a comparison to the exact solution at the vertical
and horizontal centerlines.
Figure 2.26: Cell-centered contours of pressure, horizontal and vertical velocities for





































Figure 2.27: Velocities for the square cavity manufactured solution (two-block grid
32× 32 + 64× 32) at the vertical and horizontal centerlines
The numerical solution approximates the exact solution within discretization and
interpolation errors. It is noteworthy that the pressure is correctly predicted with the
artificial compressibility approach. The numerical errors were quantified on multiple
grids (single-block and two-block) to assess the order of accuracy and evaluate the
effect of the interpolation. Figure 2.28 illustrates the decrease of numerical error
with grid refinement. The apparent order of accuracy varies between 1.61 and 1.94.
Hodara [52] previously found that the formal spatial order of accuracy of GTsim
is 1.32 rather than 2 on a flat plate, consistent with results obtained with FUN3D
and CFL3D [102]. The reason for this behavior was identified as the leading edge
singularity. The manufactured solution employed here has no such singularity and
is a more appropriate case to recover the second-order accuracy. Here, the artificial
compressibility remains a limiting factor on the finest grids. In fact, additional tests
conducted with different values of β showed a dependence of the numerical accuracy




























Figure 2.28: L2 norm of the error for the square cavity manufactured solution, h =√
1
Ncells
The block structured approach with one-to-one interfaces recovers the solution
on a single block, whereas the interpolation shifts the curve to higher error values.
Indeed the interpolation procedure introduces an error at the boundaries: points
(x, z) = (0, 0.5) and (1, 0.5) when each block is attached to one processor. At these
location, the solution is obtained on the finer grid by a convex average of the two
closest points from the coarser grid (section 2.4).
In the present study, each grid block was assigned to one processor when the
interpolation is employed. The more processors are used, the more boundaries are
introduced. A linear interpolation formula extrapolates at the boundaries instead of
the inverse distance weighting, which was verified to result in a similar increase in error
while maintaining second-oder accuracy. To avoid the erroneous weighted averages
or the extrapolation, the finer grid should be supplied with ghost cell values from
the coarser grid. While the dependence of the interpolation accuracy on the number
of processors can be mitigated using that approach for cell inside the computational
domain, the approach cannot be applied at outer boundaries (walls in the present
case), as no grid information is known.
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In summary, the artificial compressibility method and the interpolation procedure
implemented have been verified to yield close to second-order spatial accuracy. The
interpolation introduces errors at domain boundaries, where there is not enough infor-
mation to determine the fine-grid values accurately. Therefore, the remainder of the
thesis employs one-to-one interfaces between grid blocks, with very few exceptions.
2.6 Technical findings
The numerical schemes implemented in GTsim were presented and evaluated on sev-
eral test cases. The ability to predict high-speed flows including shock waves was
verified, and the direction-by-direction fifth-order WENO scheme provided enhance
resolution of flow structures. These features are needed to accurately capture the
physics of the supersonic nozzle of fluidic oscillators in many situation. The multi-
block capability, necessary to simulate flows around complex geometries on structured
grids, compared favorably with another multiblock code (CFL3D).
In addition to the discussions in this chapter, both the incompressible solver and
the multiblock approach in GTsim were successfully employed in other studies. Lefeb-
vre et al. [114] employed the incompressible solver to investigate the interaction be-
tween an airfoil and a cylinder wake, while Grubb et al. [115] applied it to nonlinear
transverse gust encounters.
Finally, the code improvements described herein were supplemented with the in-
troduction of better software development practices: git was adopted for version




CHARACTERIZATION OF A JET INTERACTION FLUIDIC
OSCILLATOR IN A QUIESCENT AMBIENT
The first step in the simulation of fluidic oscillators for flow control is the character-
ization of their behavior. This is accomplished by considering an isolated sweeping
jet issuing into a quiescent ambient without any external interaction. The purpose
here is to quantify the computational requirements to accurately predict the charac-
teristics of a fluidic oscillator, such as the oscillation frequency, jet penetration and
spreading. Further, boundary condition models that would reduce the computational
cost in arrays of oscillators are of interest. In particular the importance of turbulence
in these boundary condition models is assessed.
3.1 Geometry and experimental data
A feedback-free fluidic oscillator from the isolated jet experimental investigations of
Burrows et al. [116] was characterized numerically. Figure 3.1 defines the important
regions of the fluidic oscillator, such as the dome (left of the internal cavity) and
the upper/lower sides. Figure 3.2 summarizes the definition of device dimensions. In
the present chapter, the inner orifice (or throat) is normal to the actuator’s internal
cavity centerline and has a width W̃ = 1 mm (0.0394 in). The internal height of the
actuator cavity normal to the plane of oscillations is H̃ = 1.5 mm (0.059 in). The
outer orifice (or exit) has a width Ã/H̃ = 1.68 mm (0.0661 in), where Ã is the area.
The nozzle has a length l̃ = 0.74 mm (0.029 in), and the distance from the cavity side
to the throat is L̃ = 1.27 mm (0.05 in). The dimensions of the exit plane orifice of
the actuator can vary in experimental implementations depending on the curvature
of the surface through which the actuation jet issues. The exit plane of the bench-top
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Figure 3.2: Definition of the key dimensions of the fluidic oscillator
The numerical solution is compared to experiments for the sweeping frequency and
the sweeping jet velocity distribution obtained using hot wire anemometry at multiple
streamwise locations (x-direction). The hot-wire has diameter 5 μm (0.197×10−3 in)
and length 1.25 mm (0.0492 in). Figure 3.3 depicts the orientation of the hot wire and
its relative size to the model. The wire was mounted on a traverse system that permits
a vertical translation (z-direction in Fig. 3.3) at a given streamwise location. The
velocities were time-averaged over a long time period (greater than 1000 cycles) in the
experiments. Unfortunately, the raw experimental data (instantaneous) was no longer
available a the time of the present computations. However, recent experimental data
obtained by the same group for a different fluidic oscillator are described in Chapter








Figure 3.3: Hot wire placement over iso-surface of local Mach number (M = 0.9)
3.2 Computational setup
The computational mesh is block-structured, composed of six blocks. The reference
temperature is 290.1 Kelvin, thereby setting the freestream speed of sound ã∞. In the
absence of exact information regarding the inflow conditions, the driving pressure was
set to 2.45 atmospheres (following the work of Lakebrink et al. [63]) and the static
temperature of the supply fluid was set to the reference temperature. These resulted
in a volume flow rate of approximately 21.5 SLPM (standard liter per minute), where
the experimental sweeping frequency is 12.6 kHz. A sensitivity analysis with respect
to the inflow conditions was later conducted. The Reynolds number is 475, based on
a reference length L̃R = 1 mm (0.0394 in) and a velocity of 7.04 m/s (23.1 ft/s).
Simulations were performed with both the fully turbulent URANS (Menter SST
[34]) and the HRLES [49] turbulence closures. Here, the HRLES model coefficients are
kept constant, and the cross-coupling hybrid terms [49] are not included. One simu-
lation was performed with the SST-DDES closure [46]. The second-order Roe scheme
was selected for the majority of the computations with a MUSCL reconstruction, as
supersonic conditions are reached within the computational domain. The fifth-order
WENO reconstruction was also evaluated a posteriori to the initial computations.
Figure 3.4 illustrates the computational domain, where one grid unit corresponds
to L̃R, taken as the geometric throat width. The control volume for the quiescent field
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extends 175 grid units in the streamwise direction (x-direction in Fig. 3.4) and 50 grid
units in both lateral and spanwise directions. For comparison, the computational do-
main of Aram et al. [60] extended 341, 630 and 10 grid units in the streamwise, lateral
and spanwise directions respectively. The left boundary is a subsonic inflow. Farfield
boundary conditions are applied to the quiescent field, except its left boundary, with
zero velocity, a pressure ratio of one and turbulence quantities extrapolated from the
interior. Part of the left boundary of the quiescent field connects to the actuator,
and the rest is either considered a farfield boundary or a viscous wall. The difference
between these two boundary treatments is later discussed. The other boundaries of
the computational domain are viscous adiabatic walls.
Multiple grids were evaluated to assess the level of refinement required to capture
the quantities of interest. Table 3.1 summarizes these grid levels. The solutions
on the finer grids were initialized from solutions on coarser grids to reduce the cost
of simulating the initial transients. Grids A and D are considered coarse, as y+1 is
not less than 1 everywhere. Grid B and Grid E have y+1 < 1 everywhere and are
considered to be of medium resolution. The mixed Grid C was constructed by using
the resolution of the coarse grids for the interior of the device, and a resolution even
finer than the medium grids in the quiescent field. In this case, the interface between
the actuator and the quiescent ambient is not one-to-one. Finally, a fine 3D grid was
constructed by refining the quiescent field, while maintaining a one-to-one interface
with the actuator.
It was immediately observed that the simulations must be time-accurate from the
moment they are started. An initial simulation in pseudo-time to initialize the flow
field was found to be inadequate as an attachment of the jet to the lower farfield
boundary was observed after marching in pseudo-time, and subsequent time-accurate
simulations were unsuccessful in starting the jet oscillations [117]. A large time step
or insufficient number of sub-iterations also resulted in a non-oscillating jet. This
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(a) Overview of 3D the grid
(b) Overview of the mid-plane (c) Close view of the cavity
Figure 3.4: Coarse grid employed to characterize the fluidic oscillator in quiescent
conditions
Table 3.1: Grids for the fluidic oscillator characterization. Detailed dimensions Nξ,
Nη and Nξ pertain to the quiescent ambient.
Grid name Grid level 2D/3D Nξ Nη Nξ Ncells (Exterior) Ncells (Total)
Grid A Coarse 2D 119 1 148 17, 612 94, 258
Grid B Medium 2D 239 1 298 71, 222 380, 708
Grid C Mixed 2D 479 1 598 286, 442 1, 530, 208
Grid D Coarse 3D 119 147 148 2, 588, 964 6, 344, 718
Grid E Medium 3D 239 297 298 21, 152, 934 51, 792, 048
Grid F Fine 3D 479 297 518 73, 692, 234 104, 331, 348
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Figure 3.5: Instantaneous solution at the mid-plane of the medium 3D grid where
regions of Mach > 0.01 have been blanked
appears to be a behavior specific to jet interaction fluidic oscillators, as Krüger et al.
[56] reported starting from a steady-state solution for a double feedback loop fluidic
oscillator.
The implementation of the preconditioning scheme introduced in section 2.2.2 was
prompted by the solver’s inability to obtain jet oscillation in the early stages of this
work. Figure 3.5 is a map indicating that velocity scale inside the actuator and in
the immediate vicinity of its exit exceeds Mach 0.01, which is expected to be large
enough to obtain an accurate solution with the compressible solver based on earlier
tests (sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2).
Three time steps were evaluated on Grid A (coarse 2D grid), corresponding to 410,
820 and 3280 iterations per cycle, to determine the time steps needed to accurately
capture the resulting frequency. Table 3.2 compares these time resolutions to other
values found in the literature. Ten to fifteen sub-iterations are performed per time
step to reduce the residuals by two to three orders of magnitude to local convergence.
3.3 Frequency characteristics
The sweeping frequency is estimated from the simulations by taking the Fourier trans-
form of the velocity (stored at every iteration) at several points within the jet region.
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Table 3.2: Time steps employed in simulations of fluidic oscillators
Reference Oscillator type ∆t (μs) f (kHz) iter/cycle
Gokoglu et al. [54] Double feedback 1 to 10 O(5) 20 to 200
Krüger et al. [56] Double feedback 10 to 100 O(0.02) 500 to 5000
Childs et al. [68] Double feedback 5 O(0.3) 660
Duda et al. [64] Double feedback 0.8 to 1.3 O(0.2) 3850 to 6250
Lakebrink et al. [63] Jet interaction 0.06 O(13) 1230
Shmilovich et al. [71] Double feedback - O(0.25) 800 to 1750
Present Jet interaction 0.025 to 0.2 O(13) 420 to 3280
An accurate estimation of the sweeping frequency requires sufficient number of oscil-
lation periods to be recorded. At least ten cycles were employed from the simulations,
and many more from the experiments. In some cases, especially in 3D, the second har-
monic of the oscillation frequency dominates the spectrum of the velocity magnitude.
The vertical velocity can be used to unequivocally determine the natural frequency.
Indeed, the velocity magnitude exhibits two peaks per period at the jet centerline,
while the vertical velocity only exhibits one (Fig. 3.6). This is due to the sweeping
jet passing through the centerline twice per cycle, and the frequency estimates from

































Figure 3.6: Non-dimensional vertical velocity (w) and velocity magnitude
(
√
u2 + v2 + w2) over one period of oscillation, coarse grid, 3D URANS
Figures 3.7a and b are comparisons of the power spectral densities for the different









































































































(b) Multiple levels of fidelity from 2D SST-
URANS to 3D HRLES, 820 iterations per cy-
cle
Figure 3.7: Power spectral density for multiple time steps and levels of fidelity, coarse
grids
simulations are within 5% of the experimental value for the volume flow rate examined
(12.6 kHz), even with 2D SST-URANS and/or interpolation across blocks in 2D
(Table 3.3). Accuracy in the prediction of the frequencies is improved with grid
refinement in 3D. The frequency content from 30 kHz to 400 kHz more accurately
predicts the negative 5/3 slope with HRLES, confirming the resolution of turbulent
scales in the inertial subrange. The different time steps evaluated on the coarse 2D
grid with URANS resulted in similar frequency contents up to 300 kHz, indicating that
the solution is time step independent in 2D. In order to achieve adequate convergence
in the sub-iterations in 3D, the time step corresponding to 820 iterations per cycle
was selected for all other simulations in the present chapter.
The resolution of turbulent scales, suggested by the spectra, is also reflected in
the Q-criterion iso-surfaces presented in Fig. 3.8. The flow structures are better
resolved with finer grids and higher-order reconstructions. As expected, the URANS
closure resolves the least the turbulent structures (Fig. 3.8a and b). URANS models
most of the turbulence with large values of eddy viscosity that dissipate small-scale
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Table 3.3: Fluidic oscillator natural frequency for different grids and turbulent clo-
sures, 820 iterations per cycle
Grid name 2D/3D Turbulence model f (kHz) Error (%)
Grid A 2D k − ω SST 13.1 4.0
Grid B 2D k − ω SST 12.0 4.8
Grid C 2D k − ω SST 13.1 4.0
Grid D 3D k − ω SST 13.1 4.0
Grid D 3D HRLES 13.1 4.0
Grid E 3D SST-DDES 12.7 0.8
Grid E 3D HRLES 12.6 0.0
structures. In contrast, HRLES resolves more turbulent scales, and the density of the
resolved scales increases with grid refinement (Fig. 3.8c versus e), and higher-order
reconstruction (Fig. 3.8c versus d).
3.4 Sweeping jet velocity characteristics
The flow fields from the simulations were also time-averaged to compare the different
numerical approaches. Time-averaging is only performed after a periodic steady state
has been reached. Periodic steady state is characterized by an oscillation of the flow
variables about a constant value at the natural frequency. An example of convergence
to a periodic steady stated is presented in Fig. 3.9 for the density, which experiences
the slowest convergence. In this case, time-averaging is performed for t/T > 30. The
density evolution exhibits an initial oscillation around ρ ' 0.95, before transitioning
to an oscillation about ρ ' 1.2. The first oscillation around ρ ' 0.95 is misleading and
the transition to the higher densities takes a long time, especially on refined grids. The
approach employed to minimize the computational cost on the refined grids consisted
of interpolating a solution that had already converged to periodic steady state onto
the finer grid to initialize the flow field, thereby bypassing the initial transients.
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(a) Coarse grid, 3D URANS, MUSCL (b) Medium grid, 3D URANS, MUSCL
(c) Coarse grid, 3D HRLES, MUSCL (d) Coarse grid, 3D HRLES, WENO
(e) Medium grid, 3D HRLES, MUSCL (f) Medium grid, 3D HRLES, WENO
Figure 3.8: Iso-surfaces of second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q = 1)
























Figure 3.9: Convergence of density to a periodic steady state at the jet centerline,
coarse 2D grid, 820 iterations per cycle
There are fundamental differences between 2D and 3D simulations noticeable in
the mean local Mach numbers of the sweeping jet (Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11). The
3D solution exhibits two dominant directions in the time-averaged jet, where the
2D solution does not. This concurs with the recent findings of Aram et al. [60].
Changing the boundary condition at the plane adjacent to the actuator exit from a
viscous wall to a farfield resulted in small variations in the velocities (Fig. 3.10d).
This zero velocity farfield boundary condition was found to be less stable compared
to the viscous wall boundary condition. Figures 3.12 and 3.13 illustrate the HRLES
blending function and time-averaged turbulent kinetic energy (TKE or k). A large
part of the internal cavity is resolved with LES, as well as the nozzle and quiescent
ambient. The TKE contours show that turbulence develops inside the nozzle and
exhibits two dominant directions in the quiescent ambient.
The length of the hot wire is 1.25 mm, which is almost as large as the depth of the
fluidic oscillator, as illustrated in Fig. 3.3. As a result, a spanwise average was taken
from the CFD data over the hot wire length. The averaged value was then corrected
as described by Polsky and Ghee [118] to account for the spanwise flow in the hot














(a) 2D SST-URANS (b) 3D SST-URANS
(c) 3D HRLES (d) 3D HRLES with the boundary condition
changed from a viscous wall to a farfield next
to the actuator exit
Figure 3.10: Time-averaged Mach number contours, coarse grids (MUSCL reconstruc-
tion)
(a) 3D SST-URANS (b) 3D HRLES
Figure 3.11: Time-averaged Mach number contours, medium grids (MUSCL recon-
struction)
This correction was on the order of 1% for the present velocity profiles. These pro-
files are compared to experiments in Fig. 3.14, where all velocity profiles are non-
dimensionalized by the peak velocity magnitude five throat widths downstream of
the exit (V0). This peak velocity magnitude is overestimated by 10% in the compu-
tations. Factors affecting this value are later discussed. For the moment, consider
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Figure 3.12: Instantaneous HRLES blending function, 0 (LES) ≤ F ≤ 1 (RANS) at
the mid-plane of Grid D
Figure 3.13: Time-averaged hybrid turbulent kinetic energy (non-dimensionalized by
M2∞ = 0.0206
2) at the mid-plane of Grid D
the non-dimensional profiles. The main features of the sweeping jet are captured in
the simulation: dual peak in the velocity profiles, spreading of the jet, decrease in
the peak velocities with distance from the actuator exit. However, up to 35% relative
error in the peak jet velocities is obtained on the coarse grid, seen at z/w ' ±4 in
Fig. 3.14a and b.
The error is reduced to 30% on the medium grid (Fig. 3.14 d) with the HRLES
closure, but discrepancies still persist. Grid refinement does not improve the URANS
solution (Fig. 3.14c). With the HRLES solution on the medium grid, the correlation
between computation and experiment is best close to the jet exit in the streamwise
direction, and close to the centerline in the transverse direction (10% error approxi-
mately). The correlations worsens as the distance from the jet orifice increases. One
possible reason for this is that the grid becomes coarser than required away from the

















































































(d) Medium grid, 3D HRLES
Figure 3.14: Jet velocity distributions with MUSCL reconstruction. x indicates the

















exp, +/- standard deviation
GTsim, coarse grid
GTsim, medium grid
(a) Comparison between the coarse and















exp, +/- standard deviation
GTsim, mean
GTsim, instantaneous
(b) Reduced set of instantaneous profiles ob-
tained with the medium grid, 3D HRLES
Figure 3.15: Jet velocity distributions 10 throat widths downstream of the exit with
experimental standard deviation
not further improved the correlations with experimental data, indicating that there
are other considerations than the grid involved.
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Further analysis of the instantaneous data was undertaken to fully characterize the
CFD and experimental results, as performing the 3D simulations for a long enough
time to collect smooth second-order statistics would be expensive. In Fig. 3.15a, the
velocity profiles ten throat widths downstream of the actuator exit are plotted with
the standard deviation from the experimental data. The time-averaged computational
data is within one standard deviation of the experimental everywhere. Computations
with both HRLES and SST-DDES turbulence closure resulted in similar velocity
distributions on the medium grid. The instantaneous computational profiles (not
spanwise-averaged or corrected for hot wire spanwise flow) are included in Fig. 3.15b
to illustrate the unsteadiness of the distributions.
3.5 Internal flow dynamics
In a series of publications, Tomac and Gregory [119–121] presented PIV measurements
for the interior of a jet interaction fluidic oscillator. They identified key physics leading
to the self-sustaining oscillation of the jet exiting the device: jet bifurcation, deflection
and vortical balance.
Experimental PIV measurements are not feasible at the scale and frequency of the
fluidic oscillators considered in this thesis; the actuators are generally scaled to larger
sizes and/or lower frequencies to permit time-resolved PIV measurements. Tomac and
Gregory [121] employed an aqueous solution as a working fluid to achieve frequencies
lower than 100 Hz. Computations can therefore provide some insight into the internal
physics of the devices at the same scale as the experiment with frequencies higher
than 10 kHz. The resolved flow field in the present simulations of the fluidic oscillators
are consistent with the findings of Tomac and Gregory.
To illustrate the simulated device behavior over an oscillation period, Mach num-
ber contours and vorticity contours are presented in Fig. 3.16 and 3.17 respectively.
These contours are taken at the mid-plane of the fluidic oscillator. Dense inlet stream-
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(a) t0 (e) t0 + T/2
(b) t0 + T/8 (f) t0 + 5T/8
(c) t0 + T/4 (g) t0 + 3T/4
(d) t0 + 3T/8 (h) t0 + 7T/8
Figure 3.16: Instantaneous local Mach number contours at the mid-plane based on
3D HRLES simulations (coarse grid)
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(a) t0 (e) t0 + T/2
(b) t0 + T/8 (f) t0 + 5T/8










(d) t0 + 3T/8 (h) t0 + 7T/8
Figure 3.17: Dense inlet streamlines superimposed on vorticity contours at the mid-
plane based on 3D HRLES simulations (coarse grid)
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(a) 2D URANS (b) 3D URANS
Figure 3.18: Streamlines of the time-averaged flow field at the mid plane, illustrating
the asymmetry in the 2D flow field
lines [121] are superimposed to the vorticity contours to demonstrate the presence of
jet bifurcations: part of the supply jets are deflected towards the dome while the
other part flows towards the exit. This is clearly seen in Fig. 3.17d for example, in
addition to a saddle point separating the streams leading to the exit or the dome.
The ability to capture these physics in the computations, consistent with the experi-
mental findings of other researchers, is key to using CFD for future studies of fluidic
oscillators.
Figure 3.16 indicates the presence of shock waves at the device exit. Shock waves
in the Mach number contours can be identified by regions of sudden decrease in Mach
number. In Fig. 3.16, the shock waves are the regions in green (Mach < 1) separating
regions in red (Mach > 1.3). This is expected at a pressure ratio of 2.45. These shock
waves are smeared by the time-averaging of the Mach number contours in Fig. 3.10.
The instantaneous flow fields from the 3D simulations exhibit a top to bottom
symmetry. In other words, the flow field at a phase angle of π rad is approximately a
mirror image of that at 0 rad, as seen in Fig. 3.16c and Fig. 3.16g for example. This
symmetry was not observed in the dome region from the 2D simulations, indicating
that a 3D domain is necessary to correctly resolve the internal flow as well. The
instantaneous asymmetry of 2D URANS is reflected in the streamlines of the time-
averaged flow fields presented in Fig. 3.18a. In contrast, the time-averaged flow
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field from the 3D simulations does exhibit symmetry (3.18b). A similar observation
was made by Sitter [58], though they did not perform 3D simulations to identify the
reason for this behavior. This effect appears to be restricted to jet interaction fluidic
oscillators, as described by Sitter.
The internal flow is characterized by the formation of large recirculation regions
created by the interaction of the two supply jets. These recirculation regions are
known as dome and side vortices (Fig. 3.1). As proposed by Tomac and Gregory
[121], three regions inside the actuator internal cavity are defined, as illustrated in
Fig. 3.19a. Region I encompasses the dome vortices, while regions II and III encom-
pass the bottom and top side vortices respectively. The unnamed volume between
regions II and III was ignored in this analysis, as it does not contribute any significant
vorticity. Consider the vorticity out of the mid-plane (ωy in this chapter). The in-
stantaneous average vorticity within each region is computed by integrating over each
region separately. The instantaneous values of the spatially-averaged vorticity values
are then phase-averaged to highlight the important behavior. The phase-averaging
approach is similar to the zero-crossing method described by Ostermann et al. [122],
where the frequency is first determined through an FFT (Fast-Fourier Transform) of
the transverse velocity at a point in the jet region. The instantaneous values are then
placed into 8◦-wide bins to be averaged. This window size was found to smooth out
the cycle-to-cycle variations while retaining the dominant sinusoidal shape. Figure
3.19b illustrates the vorticity balance resulting from the 3D HRLES simulations on
the medium grid, and Fig. 3.20 illustrates the phase-averaging process. It is clear that
there are significant cycle-to-cycle variations, as high as 30% of the phase-averaged
values. Figure 3.21 illustrates the convergence of the phase-average as the number
of cycles utilized increases. The maximum relative change in the phase-averaged


































(b) Absolute value of the phase-averaged vorticity
Figure 3.19: Vortical balance based on 3D HRLES simulations (medium grid): dome




























Figure 3.20: Illustration of the phase-averaging technique for region II: instantaneous































































(b) Maximum relative change
Figure 3.21: Convergence of the phase-averaged vorticity in region II for increasing
numbers of cycles
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Absolute values of vorticity are plotted in Fig. 3.19b, so that it can be readily seen
that the average vorticity of the top and bottom side vortices oscillate between the
same values. This reaffirms the top to bottom symmetry previously discussed. The
average vorticity in region II is always negative and the average vorticity in region II
is always positive. Interestingly, the absolute value of average vorticity in regions II
and III become equal at phase angles of ∼ 120◦ and ∼ 300◦, while the zeros of the
absolute value of average vorticity in region I are shifted by ∼ 40◦ (Fig. 3.19). The
summation of the average vorticity in the three regions of interest is not a constant,
but rather, oscillates about zero. The oscillation of the vorticity levels in regions I,
II and III is accompanied with oscillations in pressure (not shown here). As the side
vorticity increases and the supply jet is bifurcated into the dome, the viscous losses
induce a decrease in pressure that eventually starts to pull the jet back towards the
side vortex. When the top supply jet is bifurcated into the dome, the bottom supply
jet connects to the throat and conversely. This self-sustained oscillation in vorticity
and pressure dictates the oscillation of the jet ensuing from the actuator.
3.6 Discussion on sensitivities
The simulation results obtained are not in perfect agreement with the experiments.
The peak velocity observed at five throat widths downstream of the actuator exit is
overestimated by 10%, and, even accounting for this, the non-dimensionalized peaks
at other locations remain overestimated by 10% close to the jet orifice and up to 30%
further away. Similar results were observed by Lakebrink et al. [63], though they
provided fewer details of their computational setup, and attributed the differences to
the fact that their device nominal dimensions were different from the device tested in
the experiments. In the present work, the device evaluated numerically has the same
nominal dimensions as the device with which it is correlated.
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The usual numerical errors are discretization errors, iterative convergence error,
and physical approximation errors. Discretization errors were minimized by employ-
ing different grids and time steps, and part of the modeling errors were addressed by
utilizing different turbulence closures. A few other parameters that can impact the
results are discussed in the remainder of this section.
Experimental sensitivities
The experimental velocity profiles are expected to be sensitive to manufacturing, as
reported by Jhaveri et al. [123]. Figure 3.22 indicates that the velocity distributions
at the exit plane varies with different manufacturing processes for the same CAD
(Computer Aided Design) model. In this figure, the velocity distributions were non-
dimensionalized by the average velocity. Though the actual values in the vertical
axis were not provided, it is clear that the non-dimensional peak velocity varies by
as much as 40%.
One of the factors identified by Jhaveri et al. is the relative capabilities of the man-
ufacturing processes to produce sharp edges. The present computations are compared
to hot wire measurements for a bench top model manufactured by stereolithography
with a tolerance of 0.1 mm approximately, which corresponds to 10% of the throat
width. This provides an idea of the experimental uncertainties. A computational
assessment of these manufacturing sensitivities is not as simple as modifying the di-
mensions at the throat or the exit, as the spatial variations in the physical device are
unknown.
Effect of inlet conditions
The baseline computations were performed with a pressure ratio of 2.45 and an inlet
temperature ratio of 1. The resulting flow rate was employed to compare the oscil-
lation frequency with the experiments, as the pressure and temperatures were not
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Figure 3.22: Spanwise variation of normalized jet speed along the exit plane for var-
ious manufacturing processes: selective laser sintering (A), stereolithography (3),
machined aluminum (#), machined aluminum matching geometry of injection mold-
ing (2). From Jhaveri et al. [123]
measured in this specific sets of experiments. Figure 3.23 illustrates the variation
of the oscillation frequency with the inlet conditions obtained through 2D URANS
computations. The frequency increases non-linearly with pressure ratio for a fixed
temperature ratio, while it increases almost linearly with the temperature ratio at a
high pressure ratio. The variation with pressure ratio is a well known behavior of
fluidic oscillators [124, 125]. Of course, an incompressible flow experiences negligible
variations in temperature and density by definition. What is rarely discussed is the
importance of measuring the inlet temperature when the flow is compressible. For a
given pressure ratio, increasing the temperature ratio increases the energy provided
to the actuator and increases the volume flow rate and frequency. A measurement of
the flow rate alone is therefore incomplete, as several combinations of pressure ratio
and temperature ratio can result in the same flow rate. Measuring both the temper-
ature and pressure simultaneously at the inlet of the actuator is the best way to fully
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PR 2.45, TR variation
(b) Frequency versus inlet temperature ratio
Figure 3.23: Variation of fluidic oscillator frequency with pressure ratio and temper-
ature ratio
3.7 Boundary condition models of the fluidic oscillator
Several boundary condition models were derived and implemented to predict the
behavior of the fluidic oscillator engineering simulations. Ideally, the desired location
to apply such a model is the outer mold line of the geometry of interest, obviating
the need to resolve any part of the actuator or installation recesses. This has yet to
be accomplished in the literature. For the fluidic oscillators considered in the present
work, the inner and outer mold lines are defined as the throat and exit, respectively
(Fig. 3.24), and these terms are used interchangeably in the remainder of this chapter.
The modeling approach consists of specifying flow variables at the throat or exit of
the actuator based on the simulation of the fluidic oscillator in quiescent conditions.
The full device simulation employed to inform the models is later referred to as a
precursor simulation. The term is borrowed from the literature on inlet conditions
of LES [126]. The flow variables are recorded at the throat and exit of the device at
every iteration of the precursor simulation. The quantities of interest are the density
ρ, momenta (ρu, ρv, ρw), stagnation energy E, modeled TKE, and specific dissipation
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(a) Inner mold line (throat)
boundary condition
(b) Outer mold line (exit)
boundary condition
Figure 3.24: Definition of the inner and outer mold lines
rate (ω). Identical grids and time steps were employed for the precursor simulation
and the simulations evaluating the boundary conditions models.
Four variants to the boundary condition models were assessed, summarized in
Table 3.4.
• In the first model, BC1 (Exact), the data recorded during the precursor simula-
tion were directly applied to a second simulation (Dirichlet boundary condition)
with linear interpolation during sub-iterations. With this formulation, the so-
lution is restarted from the same initial condition as the precursor simulation
and averaged over the same time period.
• In the second boundary condition variant, BC2 (Phase-averaged), the data
recorded were first phase-averaged. Here, an averaging window of 4◦ is em-
Table 3.4: Summary of boundary condition models
Model name Variables specified
BC1 (Exact) ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE, ρk, ρω
BC2 (Phase-averaged) ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE, ρk, ρω
BC3 (Exact, without modeled turbulence) ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE
BC4 (Functional fit) ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρE, ρk, ρω
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ployed in order to generate 100 sets of data for phases between 0 and 2π rad.
The definition of the phase in this analysis is independent from that employed
to describe the internal flow physics. The sweeping frequency is given as an in-
put for simulations relying on this formulation. The simulations were restarted
from an arbitrary initial condition, and the boundary condition model was ap-
plied until converged to a periodic steady state. The boundary condition model
BC2 has the advantage that is more general: its application does not require
matching the precursor simulation time-step and initial condition. Hence, it
allows the introduction of random phases in arrays of fluidic oscillators. Fur-
thermore, BC2 requires less memory to store the quantities at a number of
phases, compared to a number of iterations.
• The boundary condition model BC3 (Exact, without modeled turbulence) con-
sists in omitting the turbulent variables from BC1. In that case, the turbulent
variables are extrapolated to the boundary from the interior of the simula-
tion domain (Neumann boundary condition). Only considering mass flow and
momentum in the boundary conditions is a typical practice in flow control ap-
plications such as synthetic jets [127].
• Finally, functions are fitted to the time-averaged and phase-averaged flow vari-
ables from the precursor simulation to construct BC4. This approach was in-
spired by the work of Schatzman et al. [61] for a SaOB (Suction and Oscillatory
Blowing) actuator, though they did not provide details of the performance of
the boundary conditions that they derived. Defining BC4 consists in finding
the functional fits fn(y, z) = f1n(y)f2n(z) and gn(z) satisfying:
ψn(y, z) = fn(y, z) , (3.2)
and
ψn(y, z, φ) = ψn(y, z) + gn(z) sin (φ+ φ0n) , (3.3)
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Table 3.5: Grids employed to evaluate the boundary condition models
Grid level BC location 2D/3D Turbulence model Ncells
Coarse Throat 2D k − ω SST 22, 442
Coarse Exit 2D k − ω SST 17, 612
Medium Throat 3D HRLES 23, 079, 474
Medium Exit 3D HRLES 21, 152, 934
where ψn are the time-averaged flow variables, and ψn(y, z, φ) are the phase-
averaged quantities. The phase offset φ0n is introduced to accommodate arbi-
trary definitions of the phase from the instantaneous simulation results. The





ψn(y, z, φ)dφ = ψn(y, z), ∀ gn(z).
The fit for the phase-averaged quantities is found independently from this equa-
tion for the mean quantities using the exact mean solution and phase-average
values. The functions fn(y, z), gn(z), and the phase offset φ0n are found by
least-square optimization. The identified functions used here are presented in
Appendix C for application at the throat. The simple form of these equations
make them very attractive to model a feedback-free fluidic oscillator. Because
they are based on the phase, the sweeping frequency can easily be modified. A
frequency change should be associated with a flow rate change, which is not in-
cluded in the present model. Recent efforts are evaluating the effect of pressure
ratio and flow rate on the boundary condition formulation [128].
Table 3.5 summarizes the grid and turbulence closures employed to assess the
performance of these boundary condition models in quiescent conditions. These eval-
uations were first performed in 2D before being extended to 3D.
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3.7.1 Two-dimensional evaluations
The boundary conditions were first evaluated in two dimensions to maintain reduced
computational cost. The 2D simulations also have the advantage that they do not
contain high frequency content, making comparisons of time histories possible.
Because the flow is choked, a boundary condition at the throat is guaranteed to
be stable. Figure 3.25 is a comparison of the exact phase-averaged and functional
fit boundary conditions, all prescribed at the actuator throat to the full actuator
simulation. The exact formulation resulted in time histories and time-averaged Mach
numbers identical to the full actuator simulation. The phase-averaged and functional
fit formulations also recovered the average peak values, but missed the cycle-to-cycle
variations which are approximately 20% of the phase-averaged values. This is not
surprising since the cycle-to-cycle variations are removed by taking the phase-average.
Cycle-to-cycle variations are generally due to turbulent structures, indicating the
importance of turbulence. The Mach number contour lines in Fig. 3.25 indicates that
the models are more accurate near the jet orifice. The contour lines start diverging
spatially with increasing distance from the actuator exit. Interestingly, the functional
fit model enforces a symmetry in the time-averaged Mach number contours that is
not present even in the fully resolved simulation (see section 3.5). If a phase-averaged
or an even less restrictive time-average of the quantities of interest is sought (in a flow
control application), the phase-averaged formulation remains a potential candidate for
modeling the sweeping jets. Further discussion is delayed until the three-dimensional
results are presented.
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(a) Time histories at a point in the jet region (b) Time-averaged local Mach number contours
Figure 3.25: 2D evaluation of the boundary condition models applied at the device
throat
The exact boundary conditions with and without the modeled turbulence (BC1
and BC3) were then applied at the device exit. The device exit constitutes a more
desirable location, as it completely removes the need to mesh any part of the fluidic
oscillator. Similar to its application at the throat, the exact formulation recovers the
full actuator solution when applied at the outer mold line (Fig. 3.26). Cycle-to-cycle
variations are present in both models, but the amplitudes are underestimated by an
average 20% compared to the full cavity simulation when the modeled turbulence is
not included. This indicates again the importance of the turbulent boundary con-
ditions. Interestingly, neglecting the modeled turbulence at the device throat (not
shown here) does not result in significant differences in the time-averaged behav-
ior. Recall that Fig. 3.13 illustrates the time-averaged TKE. The important TKE
production occurs in the shear layers downstream of the actuator geometric throat.
Therefore, though the TKE is non-zero at the throat, its omission along with that of
the specific dissipation rate has little influence on the solution. This is clearly not the
case for boundary condition models at the device exit. In the results presented here,
the performance of BC3 (Neumann boundary condition of the modeled turbulence)
is aided by the initial condition, which is obtained after the periodic steady state
is reached in the precursor simulation. Therefore, when the turbulent variables are
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extrapolated to the boundary, the error introduced is lower than it would be if the
solution were initialized from any other arbitrary condition.
































Exact BC, without modeled turbulence
(a) Time histories at a point in the jet region (b) Time-averaged local Mach
number contours
Figure 3.26: 2D evaluation of the boundary condition models applied at the device
exit
These two-dimensional evaluations show that the application of a boundary con-
dition at the device throat or exit are sufficient to recover the oscillation frequency
in quiescent flow. The exact formulation recovers the full actuator simulation identi-
cally in space and time, while phase-averaging neglects cycle-to-cycle variations, and
omitting turbulent variables induces differences in peak values. The functional fit
to the phase-average is also promising, given that it provides a complete abstraction
from the precursor simulation.
3.7.2 Three-dimensional evaluations
As discussed previously, 2D predictions lack the dual peak in velocity distributions
(Fig. 3.10), making any quantitative comparisons irrelevant. The performance of
the boundary conditions developed is now discussed for a 3D grid. The medium
3D grid was employed with the HRLES turbulence closure. The conclusions drawn
from the 2D evaluations remain valid for conditions for the exact formulation (with
and without modeled the turbulent variables), based on simulations performed with
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approximately 6 cycles of oscillations. These are not included here, as the number of
cycles was too small to obtain a smooth time-average and compare with experiments.
More attention is dedicated to the phase-averaged and functional fit formulations
here, as they do not suffer from the limitations of the other two models regarding
the time steps that can be utilized and the memory requirements that are necessary.
Indeed, when boundary conditions are directly applied in the time domain (BC1
and BC3), the initial condition must match the first step recorded in the model
formulation, and all iterations of the precursor simulation must be stored. Phase-
averaging reduces the amount of data stored and can be employed with any initial
condition. Figures 3.27 and 3.29 illustrate the Mach number contours obtained at the
throat and exit respectively to inform the boundary condition models. Figure 3.28 is
the resulting formulation with the functional fit at the inner mold line.
Figure 3.30 illustrates the time-averaged Mach number contours and velocity pro-
files, as obtained by evaluating the phase-averaged and functional fit models. The full
cavity result is repeated here for comparison. The phase-averaged model performs
better when applied at the throat compared to the device exit. In this latter case,
though the dual peak is present in the velocity profile, the peak value discrepancies
observed earlier are exacerbated. This behavior is attributed to the removal of im-
portant high frequency content by phase-averaging, as the exact boundary condition
performed satisfactorily at the actuator exit. Since the turbulence develops inside
the nozzle (between the inner and outer mold lines), the boundary condition is not
as affected by the removal of the high-frequency content at the throat. The relative
error between the phase-averaged formulation and the full-cavity is on the order of
10%. Whether or not that is acceptable in a flow control application is evaluated in
Chapter 4.
Given the inadequacy of the phase-averaged formulation at the actuator exit in
3D, and the expectation that the functional fit can only perform like phase-averaging
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(a) Time-average (b) φ = 0◦ (c) φ = 90◦
(d) φ = 180◦ (e) φ = 270◦
Figure 3.27: Phase-averaged Mach numbers at the throat for the boundary condition
evaluations in 3D. Axes are not to scale.
(a) Time-average (b) φ = 0◦ (c) φ = 90◦
(d) φ = 180◦ (e) φ = 270◦
Figure 3.28: Phase-averaged Mach numbers at the throat obtained by functional fit.
Axes are not to scale.
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(a) Time-average (b) φ = 0◦ (c) φ = 90◦
(d) φ = 180◦ (e) φ = 270◦
Figure 3.29: Phase-averaged Mach numbers at the exit for the boundary condition
evaluations in 3D. Axes are not to scale.
at best, the functional fit was only evaluated at the throat. The accuracy is clearly
superior to that of the phase-average applied at the actuator exit. The agreement
obtained with the experimental data for the two first velocity profiles (x = 5 and x =
7.5) is comparable to fully resolving the actuator cavity. However, the specification
of the functional fit at the throat results in a higher jet spreading than the precursor
simulations. This model formulation shows a lot of promise nonetheless and is a
candidate for further extensions.
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(b) Jet velocity distributions, Full cavity





















(d) Jet velocity distributions, Phase-
averged BC, throat





















(f) Jet velocity distributions, Phase-
averged BC, exit





















(h) Jet velocity distributions, Functional
fit BC, throat
Figure 3.30: Time-averaged Mach number contours (left) and jet velocity
distributions (right) from 3D HRLES boundary condition model evaluations
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3.7.3 Turbulent fluctuations and phase-averaging
To further characterize the turbulence at the outer mold line of the fluidic oscillator,
the resolved turbulence was quantified. To do so, the velocity was decomposed as:




i = ũi + u
′′
i , (3.4)
where ui and ũi represent the time-averaged and phase-averaged quantities, respec-
tively, u′i is the fluctuating part included in the phase-average and u′′i is the fluctuating





i . The total TKE is approximated as the sum of this fluctuating TKE and the
modeled TKE.
Figure 3.31 indicates that most of the turbulence at the outer mold line is resolved
rather than modeled with HRLES on the medium grid. With the exception of a few
locations near the spanwise walls where up to 90% of the turbulence is modeled, the
ratio of the modeled TKE to the total TKE rarely exceeds 20%. This confirms how
important these turbulent fluctuations are, and it is not surprising that their omission
leads to significant losses in accuracy.
(a) φ ' 0◦ (b) φ ' 90◦ (c) φ ' 180◦ (d) φ ' 270◦
Figure 3.31: Exit phase-averaged ratio of modeled TKE to total TKE contours,
medium grid, 3D HRLES
Initial attempts to employ a synthetic turbulence generator [129–131] to re-introduce
the turbulent fluctuations resulted in unstable simulations, indicating the need to
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modify the formulation of the synthetic turbulence generators to include the oscil-
latory nature of the sweeping jets. One aspect to address is to allow the generated
eddies to convect at the local speed rather than at the bulk velocity speed of the
plane where they are generated. Ideally, this should be accomplished with minimum
computational overhead, so as to not defeat the purpose of employing a boundary
condition model.
The evaluation of URANS for the boundary condition models has not been dis-
cussed for 3D simulation. URANS was also found to suffer from inaccurate solutions
when a phase-averaged boundary condition is applied at the outer mold line, though
a higher ratio of TKE is modeled. Synthetic turbulence generation is not an option
in URANS, as any added fluctuation will be damped out by the high eddy viscos-
ity. Simply adding the TKE removed by phase-averaging to the modeled TKE was
insufficient and adding fluctuations in HRLES remains the most promising direction
of future research.
3.7.4 Computational cost
The computational cost of the boundary condition models was evaluated on the two-
dimensional grids with the boundary condition applied at the throat. Table 3.6
summarizes the CPU time and memory used relative to the cost of resolving the
entire fluidic oscillator, based on 1000 iterations of simulation. The ratio of the grid
sizes between the two-dimensional coarse grids is 0.24. The memory requirements
have a similar ratio for the case tested, though the memory requirement of the exact
formulations (BC1 and BC3) is expected to increase with the number of iteration
considered. The CPU time also scales linearly with the grid size.
The ratio of grid sizes in 3D is approximated 0.5 in the present work. Half the grid
size (CPU time and memory) can thus be saved by not resolving the actuator cavity,
up to its throat. Further savings can be obtained by increasing the time step, as the
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Table 3.6: Computational cost of the boundary condition models applied at the throat
in 2D
Approach CPU time Memory required
Fully resolved cavity 1.0 1.0
BC1 (Exact) 0.29 0.23
BC2 (Phase-averaged) 0.29 0.21
BC3 (Exact, without modeled turbulence) 0.23 0.23
BC4 (Functional fit) 0.26 0.21
time step chosen is driven by the internal mechanisms that generate the sweeping
jets.
The simulations on the medium three-dimensional grids performed herein require
on the order of 40, 000 CPU hours each. Therefore, initial characterization of the
frequency in 2D is a valuable tool. Coarse three-dimensional grids can be used to
rapidly initialize the flow, before more detailed analyses are conducted on refined
grids.
3.8 Technical findings
A feedback-free fluidic oscillator was characterized numerically and the results were
compared to experimental data. The solution was later used as a basis to derive
several boundary condition models to avoid resolving the flow inside the actuator.
Inclusion of the time-accurate solution throughout the simulations is paramount
to obtaining jets that oscillate for these actuators, and the experimental oscillation
frequency was predicted computationally within 5%. Three-dimensional simulations
are required to capture the correct flow physics, such as the symmetry of the internal
flow dynamics and the dual peak in the sweeping jet velocity profiles. The recovery of
internal symmetry in the time-average with 3D simulations answers a question that
was raised by another researcher in the literature.
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The time-averaged velocity profiles are predicted within 10% of experiments near
the jet exit with 3D HRLES, but the correlation deteriorates further downstream.
Sources of uncertainty were discussed. The internal flow dynamics could only be
assessed computationally for the scale of the devices used for companion experiments.
The observed dynamics (jet interaction and bifurcation, ) are consistent with reports
by other researcher for different feedback-free fluidic oscillators [119–121].
Boundary condition models applied at the actuator throat are an effective means
to reduce the computational cost. Exact models based on specifying recorded tempo-
ral flow quantities recover the spatio-temporal behavior of the precursor simulation.
These so called exact models are limited in their application, as they require more
memory and pose challenges regarding the initial conditions and time steps that can
later be employed. Phase-averaging provides an additional level of abstraction (arbi-
trary phase, initial conditions and time steps), and remains accurate (10% error) at
the inner mold line.
An accurate outer mold line model, exact formulation aside, has yet to be iden-
tified. The failure of phase-averaging at the outer mold line was directly linked to
the removal of important turbulence content. These findings advance the state of the
art through a step-by-step approach identifying the important features that must be
included in models of fluidic oscillators. Furthermore, earlier modeling studies have
focused on double feedback fluidic oscillators [68, 70]. A flow control application of
the models derived here is evaluated next.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTROL OF FLOW SEPARATION OVER A WALL-MOUNTED
MODEL USING FLUIDIC OSCILLATORS
A flow control application with fluidic oscillators is now presented. A test model was
designed through computations and tested in a wind tunnel. The objective is to study
in detail the physics of the interaction between the jets and an otherwise separating
shear layer. The emphasis is placed on correlation of the present computations with
experimental data for the base (unactuated) and actuated flows, including second-
order statistics, and on the ability to leverage the fluidic oscillator boundary condition
models to further explore the flow control design space.
4.1 Wind tunnel insert design
A surface model for wind tunnel experiments was designed using CFD, with the goal
to provide a model that results in a flow separation comparable to what would be
experienced by a rotor blade at high angle of attack or a helicopter fuselage. The
nominally spanwise uniform model serves as a basis for the evaluation of flow control
with sweeping jets. The design Mach number was 0.245, and the model chord was
set to 2.45 inches based on the dimensions of the wind tunnel test section and the
PIV viewing window.
Three hill shapes were designed considering the VR-12 airfoil at an angle of attack.
Two-dimensional SST-URANS computations were performed to provide an initial as-
sessment of the separation zone. The solution was first obtained for the VR-12 airfoil
in free air over a range of angles of attack. The streamlines were then collected to
define the shape of the hill upstream of the airfoil, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Several
points were removed from the streamlines approaching the airfoil for a smooth tran-
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(a) 10 degrees (b) 12 degrees
(c) 13 degrees (d) 15 degrees










VR-12 at 15 deg AoA
Insert shape 1
VR-12 at 12 deg AoA
Insert shape 2
VR-12 at 13 deg AoA
Insert shape 3
Figure 4.2: Hill designs considered
sition between the streamline and the airfoil geometries, and a multiquadric Radial
Basis Function (RBF) [97] interpolation was applied. The resulting geometries are
presented in Fig. 4.2 for three hill shapes based on 12◦, 13◦ and 15◦ angles of attack.
A 2D grid with 1171 points in the streamwise direction and 300 points in the
wall normal direction was generated for each of the proposed shapes. The domain
extends upstream and downstream of the hump by seven chord lengths. The lower
















Figure 4.3: Pressure coefficient distribution over the proposed hill shapes.
a slip wall boundary condition was applied to avoid a conflict between the inflow and
wall boundary conditions. The upper boundary was modeled as a slip wall. The left
boundary was a subsonic inflow, while a back pressure ratio of one was specified at
the right boundary. Figure 4.3 compares of the pressure distributions over the three
insert shapes. The 2D SST-URANS simulations predict flow separation at 7%, 46%,
and 40% chord for insert shapes 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Shape 3 was eventually
selected to be manufactured and evaluated in the wind tunnel.
A grid refinement study was carried out on the selected model a posteriori to the
comparison of the three shapes with 2D SST-URANS. Table 4.1 summarizes the grids
considered, all with y+ < 1. Figure 4.4 compares the pressure distributions obtained
with the different grids. The error analysis on the mean drag coefficient and the
separation location indicate convergence as the grid is refined. The grids employed
in the remainder of this chapter to evaluate the flow past the wall-mounted geometry
have a resolution comparable to the fine grid in and downstream of the separation
region, and a resolution comparable to the medium grid upstream.
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Table 4.1: 2D Grid independence study for the characterization of the base flow over
the wind tunnel insert
Grid level Nξ ×Nη ×Nζ Ncells Mean CD xsep/c xsep relative error (%)
Coarse 342× 2× 75 25, 234 0.155 0.105 72.7
Medium 644× 2× 150 95, 807 0.080 0.355 7.8
Fine 1171× 2× 300 349, 830 0.077 0.394 2.3
















Figure 4.4: Grid refinement study for the wind tunnel insert
4.2 Tested model and experimental data
A schematic of the wind tunnel test section is depicted in Fig. 4.5. The test section
length, width, and height are L̃ = 660.4 mm (26 in) and W̃ = H̃ = 127 mm (5 in),
respectively. With a nominal Mach number of 0.25, and a model chord c̃ = 62.23
(2.45 in), the Reynolds number based on the chord length is approximately 345, 000.
To fix the location of flow separation, a trip wire of diameter 0.43 mm (0.0169
in) was glued to the physical model at x/c ' −0.0355 [132] and was represented in
the simulations as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. The latter figure also indicates a region of





























0.24 /c = 6.91e-3 
-0.0355
0.232
Figure 4.6: Modified surface shape to mimic the presence of a trip wire
an important role in this configuration. The locations x/c = 0 and x/c = 1 are later
referred to as the leading and trailing edges, respectively, adapting the terminology
from the underlying airfoil. The model integrates an array of seventeen spanwise
oscillating fluidic oscillators oriented approximately 54.6◦ with respect to the hori-
zontal axis due to spatial constraints. Indeed, there needs to be enough space for
the plenum supplying compressed air to the jets, which could not be achieved if the
fluidic oscillators were oriented at a lower angle. The effect of jet orientation were
later computationally evaluated, and the results are presented in sections 4.6.9 and
4.6.10. The jets are spaced by 7 mm (0.276 in) or approximately 0.1125 c̃.
The inner orifice (or throat) of the fluidic oscillators implemented in the wall-
mounted model is W̃ = 0.5 mm (0.0197 in) wide. The internal height of the actuator






Figure 4.7: Definition of the key dimensions of the fluidic oscillator
(or exit) has a width Ã/H̃ = 1.24 mm (0.0488 in), where Ã is its area. The nozzle
has length l̃ = 1 mm and the distance from the cavity side to the throat is L̃ = 1.58
mm (0.0622 in). Figure 4.7 is a schematic defining the these quantities.
Experiments were conducted to study the flow over the wall-mounted model within
a wind tunnel, as well as to characterize the oscillation frequency of the fluidic os-
cillators in quiescent conditions. Initial measurements of the centerline pressure and
mid-plane PIV data were reported by Peterson et al. [132]. Details of the measure-
ment techniques were presented by Peterson et al. [132] and Koukpaizan et al. [133].
Additional measurements were recently obtained with stereo PIV at multiple planes
downstream of the actuation location to characterize the spanwise behavior of the
flow.
4.3 Base flow characterization over the wall-mounted model
The base flow over the wall-mounted model, including trip wire and the region im-
mediately after the actuator exit, was evaluated computationally with the URANS
approach (Menter SST [34]).
Computations of the wall-mounted model were performed on the grid depicted in
Fig. 4.8. The complete three-dimensional grid contains 42.8 million cells, including 7
million cells for the actuators, 1.6 million cells for the domain between the actuators’
exits and the surface of the model, and 34.2 million cells for the wind tunnel section.
The size of the latter domain is driven by the relatively large number of cells (194) in
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(a) Overview
(b) Close view of the curved surface
(c) Close view of the actuator exit (d) Close view of the fluidic oscillators
Figure 4.8: Grid system including the curved surface and the fluidic
oscillators
the spanwise direction, which was necessary to provide a one-to-one interface with the
actuators. The resolution of the actuators is relatively coarse, in order to maintains
the computational cost on the order of 50, 000 CPU hours. The actuator domains
were disregarded during the base flow characterization and when boundary condition
models were evaluated. Subsonic inflow conditions were applied at the left boundary
of the wind tunnel, and a back pressure of 1.0 was specified at the right boundary.
The upper boundary of the wind tunnel was modeled as a slip wall. The initial
computations did not resolve the entire test section including the spanwise walls
to reduce the computational cost. These viscous walls are expected to modify the
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blockage in the tunnel and the resulting velocity and pressure recovery. The effects
of blockage are discussed for the actuated flow in section 4.6.4.
The resulting pressure distribution is compared to experiments in Fig. 4.9, where
the reference pressure is taken as the pressure far downstream of the model. Ad-
ditionally, velocity profiles at multiple locations are presented in Fig. 4.10. There
is approximately a 10% error on the velocity profiles. The error persists across the
entire boundary layer, including its edge. The lower values of the velocity and the
pressure coefficient offset upstream of the leading edge (x/c < 0 in Fig. 4.9) indicate
that the acceleration over the model is underestimated in the computations. As a re-
sult, separation occurs earlier and reattachment later in the computations compared
to the experiments, as seen with the streamlines of Fig. 4.11. Experimentally, sepa-
ration occurs at x/c ' 0.43, while reattachment occurs at x/c ' 1.65. The baseline
computations predict flow separation at x/c ' 0.17, and reattachment at x/c ' 2.
Several effects influencing the correlations are discussed later.
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 provide comparisons between computation and experiments
of the time-averaged vorticity and TKE respectively. Here, the simulation TKE is
entirely modeled with URANS. The base flow separates early over the curved surface,
and the separated flow exhibits regions of large vorticity and TKE. In Fig. 4.13, the
in-plane TKE is defined as u′2 + w′2/2, as the spanwise component of the velocity
cannot be experimentally measured with a simple PIV. This in-plane TKE is ap-
proximated from the modeled TKE as 2
3
kmodel, according to the isotropic assumption
inherent with URANS. The total TKE (u′2 + v′2 + w′2/2 from experiments approxi-
mated from computations as kmodel) is presented in Fig. 4.14 based on recent stereo
PIV measurements, where all components of the velocity vector were measured.
The shear layer (region of high TKE concentration in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14) moves
further away from the model surface in the computation compared to the experi-














Figure 4.9: Base flow pressure coefficient










Figure 4.10: Base flow time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (x0 + 0.1uU0 ) at dif-





















Figure 4.12: Base flow mean spanwise vorticity contours
(a) Experiments
(b) Computations





Figure 4.14: Base flow comparison of TKE (u′2 + v′2 + w′2/2) between computation
and experiments at three spanwise planes downstream of the jets: x/c = 0.42 (top),















Figure 4.15: Base flow experimental spanwise variation of the pressure coefficient
shear layer offset is approximately 0.04 chords (2.5 mm) at x/c = 0.88 (Fig. 4.14).
Furthermore, the experiments exhibit a spanwise variation of the TKE stemming
from the experimental setup rather that fundamental physical phenomena. Figure
4.15 illustrates the variation of the experimental pressure coefficient with spanwise
location, with up to 15% change in the values.
The temporal variation of the base flow pressure coefficient was assessed numer-
ically by extracting multiple instantaneous flow fields at the mid-plane of the com-
putational domain. Figure 4.16 shows that the temporal fluctuations are on the
same order of magnitude as the spanwise variation of the wind-tunnel measurements
along the span and the difference between these measurements and the computational
time-averaged data.
Variations on the baseline setup were simulated on two-dimensional grids to better
understand the flow sensitivities. Of particular interest are the effects of the trip wire,
the overhang, and the characteristics of the incoming boundary layer. Since the trip
wire is glued to the surface, small imperfections associated with it’s implementations
are not known and cannot be reproduced computationally. Table 4.2 summarizes the
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Figure 4.16: Base flow computational pressure coefficient fluctuation. Shaded area:
region between minimum and maximum values; Dashed line: time average; Symbols:
all experimental values along span.
Table 4.2: Base flow setup variations
Case Turbulence closure Trip wire Overhang/Smooth Top wall
Baseline k − ω SST 0.43 mm Overhang Inviscid
1 SA 0.43 mm Overhang Inviscid
2 γ −Reθ 0.3 mm Smooth Viscous
3 k − ω SST 0.3 mm Smooth Viscous
4 k − ω SST None Overhang Inviscid
computational variations evaluated and Fig. 4.17 illustrates the associated results.
Figure 4.17a is a comparison of the pressure distributions, which exhibit up to 50%
variations. The iso-surfaces of u = 0 are presented in Fig. 4.17b to permit a vi-
sualization of the separation and reattachment locations. The separation location
moves upstream as a trip wire is introduced and as its size increases. When the k−ω
SST model is substituted for the Spalart-Allmaras model [33] in the baseline geo-
metrical setup, the separation point moves downstream (after the overhang), though
the reattachment still occurs at x/c = 2. Computationally, ignoring the presence of
the trip wire with the k − ω SST turbulence closure results in better predictions of































(b) Iso-surface of u = 0, indicating the reverse flow boundary
Figure 4.17: Effect of variations in the computational setup on the base flow over the
curved surface
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The transition model also makes a difference at a moderate trip wire diameter (0.3
mm instead of 0.43 mm in the baseline computations). When the overhang is not
resolved, the transitional model predicts flow separation at x/c ' 0.4 and reattach-
ment at x/c ' 1.7 (respectively 7% and 3% from the experimental locations). It
is clear that the computations are sensitive to the turbulence closure, the trip wire
implementation and the overhang.
At low levels of actuation (0 < Cµ < 0.36%) the reattachment location moves
20% chords downstream according to the mid-plane PIV data (Fig. 4.18). Only for
actuation momentum coefficients higher than 0.36% does the flow control mechanism
start reducing the size of the separation bubble. Peterson et al. [132] attributed
this behavior to the jets pushing the outer shear layer away from the wall at low
levels of actuation without entrainment. This indicates a bi-stable nature of the
base flow. Similar to the small geometrical and modeling variations computationally
evaluated, an infinitesimally small momentum addition in the experiments changes
the separation and reattachment characteristics.
The origins of the spanwise variation in the experimental data should be further
assessed, as well as a complete characterization of the incoming and outgoing bound-
ary layers. While there is room for improvement in the computational methodologies,
use of advanced turbulence closures (LDKM, WRLES) might not provide further in-
sights unless the wind tunnel variations are well understood.
4.4 Fluidic oscillator in a quiescent ambient
An approach similar to that detailed in the Chapter 3 was adopted for the actuator
design implemented in the wall-mounted model to characterize the oscillation fre-
quency and develop adequate boundary conditions for the flow control application.
Time-step refinement studies were not repeated here. The physical time step was se-
lected to obtain approximately 1000 iterations per oscillation cycle. Multiple supply
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Figure 4.18: Migration of the separation (•) and reattachment (•) point, and the
separation axial extent (•) with jet momentum coefficient Cµ. x∗ is the streamwise
location with respect to the base flow separation point, Lx is the length of the sepa-
ration bubble, and L0 is the length of the separation bubble in the base flow. (From
Peterson et al. [132])
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(a) Overview of 3D the grid (b) Overview of the mid-plane (c) Close view of the cavity
Figure 4.19: Grid employed to characterize the isolated fluidic oscillator in quiescent
conditions
pressures were considered in both the computations and experiments. In addition, a
simulation was performed with two oscillators in quiescent conditions to assess their
interactions in the absence of a crossflow.
4.4.1 Single sweeping jet in quiescent conditions
A single isolated sweeping jet was first evaluated in quiescent conditions at two pres-
sure ratios: 1.3 and 2.0. The baseline computational grid employed to characterize
the actuators integrated into the wall-mounted model is presented in Fig. 4.19. It
corresponds to a medium grid resolution, as defined in Chapter 3, and contains 33.9
million cells.
Figures 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 illustrate the flow field obtained from these simulations
for a pressure ratio of 2.0, indicating that the physics resolved are consistent with
findings from Chapter 3. Specifically, a half cycle of oscillation is depicted in Fig.
4.20 with Mach number contours. Concomitant with the sweeping motion of the
jet into the quiescent field, the deflection of the supply jets by the upper and lower
side vortices can be observed by the swath of lighter green Mach contours inside the
fluidic oscillator. The iso-surfaces of Q-criterion (Fig. 4.21) confirm that a significant
amount of the turbulent scales are resolved rather than modeled due to the relatively
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(a) t0 (b) t0 + T/8
(c) t0 + 3T/8 (d) t0 + T/2
Figure 4.20: Instantaneous local Mach number contours at the mid-plane over a half-
period of oscillation, 2.0 pressure ratio
Figure 4.21: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q =
2000) colored with values of local Mach number for a single isolated fluidic oscillator
in quiescent conditions, 2.0 pressure ratio
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Figure 4.22: Time-averaged (10 cycles) Mach number contours for a single isolated
fluidic oscillator in quiescent conditions, 2.0 pressure ratio
fine grid resolution, the WENO reconstruction and the HRLES turbulence closure.
Finally, the time-averaged flow (Fig. 4.22) exhibits a dual peak in the Mach number
contours as the jet exits into the quiescent ambient, characteristic of sweeping jets.
Figure 4.23 is a comparison between the simulated frequencies and the hot wire
measurements. The experimental pressure ratios reported by Koukpaizan et al. [133]
were overestimated, such that the correlation with computations was poor (up to
20% error at a pressure ratio of 1.3). While investigating the discrepancies, the
pressure transducers were replaced, which resulted in lower pressure measurements.
As a result, the error at a 1.3 pressure is now 2.5%. A 17% difference is still present
between the medium grid computation and the experiments at a pressure ratio of 2.0.
The evaluation of a coarser grid (4.3 million cells) revealed that the experimental
frequency is predicted within 2.5% when the flow is evolved for a longer duration
and with better sub-iteration convergence. That said, frequency variations at a high
pressure ratio are not necessarily nonphysical. von Gosen et al. [124] reported up
to 20% band of fluctuations of the oscillation frequency at high pressure ratios (Fig.
4.24) from their time-resolved measurements of the internal flow field and pressure
























GTsim, 3D HRLES, medium
GTsim, 3D HRLES, coarse
Figure 4.23: Sweeping jet frequency response at different pressure ratios
Figure 4.24: Average oscillation frequency as a function of the supply rate for a double
feedback fluidic oscillator (from von Gosen et al. [124])
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Figure 4.25: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q =
2000) colored with values of local Mach number for two isolated fluidic oscillator in
quiescent conditions, 2.0 pressure ratio
4.4.2 Pair of sweeping jets in a quiescent ambient
A pair of sweeping jets was examined numerically in quiescent conditions to gain some
insight into their interaction for the given spacing. A similar study was conducted
experimentally by Hirsch and Gharib [134] using Schlieren visualization of a pair of
sweeping jets. Their results indicated that the jets do not interact with one another, in
the sense that their oscillation frequency does not vary significantly (less than 1%) in
the presence of neighboring actuators. This behavior was observed to be independent
of their separation distance. This does not mean that the ensuing sweeping jets do not
interact with one another. These findings were assessed computationally for the fluidic
oscillator design implemented in the wall-mounted model. In the present work, the
separation distance is fixed and the interactions are considered both from internal and
external perspectives. The baseline computational grid (medium resolution) contains
72.4 million cells, where the actuators’ grid domains are identical to the ones used
for the single actuator simulation. Only the 2.0 pressure ratio was evaluated for the
pair of actuators.
Figures 4.25 and 4.26 illustrate the flow field obtained from these computations.
Similar to the single isolated oscillator, the time-averaged flow field exhibits a dual
peak in the Mach numbers for each actuator in the present configuration.
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Figure 4.26: Time-averaged (9 cycles) Mach number contours for two isolated fluidic
oscillators in quiescent conditions, 2.0 pressure ratio
The oscillation frequency of each jet was found to be unaffected by the presence of
the other jet. This is consistent with the experiments, as the oscillation frequency did
not vary from testing an array of actuators to testing a single actuator (by blocking
the exit of the other actuators in the array). This finding also supports the conclusions
of Hirsch and Gharib [134].
While the frequency is unaffected, the jets interact in the quiescent ambient. The
time-averaged solution obtained with the pair of sweeping jets is compared to the
isolated jet solution in Fig. 4.27 for the Mach number contours. The contour lines
are superimposed inside the actuators up to their exit, indicating the interactions only
result in differences outside of the oscillators. This further suggests that, deriving a
boundary condition based on a single actuator and extending it to an array is a valid
approach. A new contour line (Mach level 0.2) appears approximately 11 throat
widths downstream of the actuator exit, indicating a merging of the two sweeping
jets, due to their spreading, at that location. This can also be observed in the
instantaneous iso-surfaces of Q-criterion (Fig. 4.25), which shows the intersection of



















Figure 4.27: Comparison of the time-averaged Mach number contour lines between
one and two fluidic oscillators in quiescent conditions, 2.0 pressure ratio.
A coarser grid containing 8.9 million cells was employed to perform longer simu-
lations and assess the effect of the boundary condition between the actuators. The
baseline computations on the medium grid were performed with slip wall boundary
conditions at the bottom boundary of the lower actuator plenum and the top bound-
ary of the upper actuator plenum. This approach was also evaluated on the coarser
grid. A variation on the coarse grid consisted in replacing the slip walls by periodic
boundary conditions coupling the two actuators.
Figure 4.28 is a comparison of frequency spectra obtained with the two sweeping
jets and with the two boundary condition treatments. The periodic boundary condi-
tion effectively synchronizes the jets, as they operate in phase, and their oscillation
frequencies differ by less than 0.5%. When slip walls are applied at the opposite faces
of the plenum, the upper jet oscillates at a frequency 4% higher than the lower jet.
This small variation in frequencies is enough for the phase between the jets to vary
throughout the simulation. This was partially observed during the baseline compu-
tations (slip wall boundary condition on the medium grid), but the duration was too
short and contained too much high-frequency to draw definitive conclusions. The


















































































(b) Close view, 5 < f < 20 kHz
Figure 4.28: Power spectral densities of velocity magnitude fluctuations for two flu-
idic oscillators in a quiescent ambient: effect of symmetry and periodic boundary
conditions
number recorded on the medium grid (20 cycles). In experiments, there is no reason
to expect a synchronization of the sweeping jets.
4.4.3 Boundary condition model of the fluidic oscillators
A boundary condition model was developed based on the behavior of the single iso-
lated oscillator in quiescent conditions. Following the conclusions of Chapter 3, the
approach retained consists in a phase-averaged representation of the flow variables
and includes the modeled turbulence: the density ρ, momenta (ρu, ρv, ρw), stagna-
tion energy E, TKE and specific dissipation rate ω. The variables were recorded at
the throat (inner mold line) and exit (outer mold line) of the device at every iteration
of the precursor simulation. Phase-averaging was applied by placing the instanta-
neous flow variable in 1◦-wide bins, in order to generate data at 100 phases between 0
and 2π rad. The phase-averaged data were then interpolated onto the coarser grid of
the actuator throat employed to simulate the control of flow separation. In deriving
the boundary condition model, the momentum vector from the precursor simulation
was rotated by 54.6◦ about the spanwise axis to match the actuator orientation in the
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(a) Inner mold line (b) Outer mold line
Figure 4.29: Illustration of the application of the boundary condition model of the
fluidic oscillators to control the separation over a wall-mounted geometry
flow control grid. Figure 4.29 illustrates the application of the boundary condition to
control the flow over the wall-mounted model.
4.5 Control of flow separation over the wall-mounted model
The control of flow separation over the wind-tunnel model via an array of fluidic oscil-
lators was next investigated. Numerical simulations were performed for the maximum
actuation case experimentally evaluated corresponding to a jet momentum coefficient
Cµ = 0.21%. According to the experimental calibration in quiescent conditions, this
flow rate is achieved with a driving pressure ratio approximately equal to 2.0.
Two fluidic oscillators were numerically modeled for comparison with the asso-
ciated wind tunnel test section. Periodic boundary conditions were applied to the
spanwise boundaries to generate an infinite array of actuators. An overview of the
computational grid is presented in Fig. 4.8; part of the grid (without the fluidic os-
cillators) was utilized to simulate the base flow (section 4.3). The computations of
the controlled cases were carried out by two separate methods and compared: either
by resolving the interior of the fluidic oscillators or via the new boundary condition
model. The periodic boundary condition effectively synchronizes the actuators when
the full cavity is resolved, and the phase is an input of the boundary condition model.
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First, the boundary condition model is employed by considering the jets in phase. An
investigation of the effect of the phase is discussed in section 4.6.2.
While resolving the full cavity, the computational physical time step was set to
capture 500 iterations per cycle. Since there is less restriction on time step with the
boundary condition model, this time step was increased to perform 1000 iterations
per chord in the outer flow at the nominal Mach number, which corresponds to ap-
proximately 165 iterations per cycle. These time steps are only sufficient to obtain
2 orders of magnitude of local convergence with the sub-iterations. Therefore, in-
creasing the time step significantly, by an order of magnitude for example, is not an
option. The numerical solution was averaged over more than 30 cycles of sweeping jet
oscillations. This lower limit is sufficient for convergence of the first-order statistics
(pressure, time-averaged velocity), but not necessarily for the second-order statistics
(TKE, Reynolds stress tensor). Both the URANS (Menter SST [34]) and the HRLES
[49] approaches were evaluated.
4.5.1 Instantaneous flow
The presence of the overhang introduces very specific flow physics and attachment
mechanisms that are different from the behavior of jets in crossflow. The instanta-
neous flow field resulting from the simulations are presented here with a discussion
of the flow physics.
Flow structures
Figure 4.30 is an overview of the instantaneous Mach number contours in the spanwise
mid-plane of the actuators and test section. It provides an overview of the entire
flow field, including the actuator internal cavity. The sweeping jets impinge on the
overhang, from which small scale spanwise vortices are shed into the outer flow. The
impingement of the jets on the overhang results in a triple deck in the velocity field,
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(a) Test section mid-plane slice overview
(b) Close view of the actuator exit (c) Actuator interior
Figure 4.30: Instantaneous Mach number contours for the simulation
of the curved surface and two fluidic oscillators, full cavity HRLES
notwithstanding the boundary layers, as depicted in Fig. 4.30b. The upper layer is
the shear layer above the overhang, the second layer is the high-speed jet, and the
third layer is a recirculation region below the jets. The flow structure results from the
interaction between these layers. Figure 4.31 depicts the iso-surfaces of Q-criterion
for the full cavity solution, where the locations of the actuators are identified by black
triangles. Both the URANS and HRLES results are depicted for comparison. Large-
scale structures are formed between the sweeping jets and result in streaks convecting
downstream. This is observed more clearly in the URANS figure (Fig. 4.31a), as the
smaller scales are not resolved. Indicative of attached flow in the regions directly
impacted by the sweeping jets, HRLES (Fig. 4.31b) exhibits smaller and wall-bound
flow structures.
The computations can provide further insight into the physics, such as the flow
behavior close to the actuator exits where cameras have no access. In addition to
the flow inside the actuators, which is relatively well understood, the computations
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(a) Full cavity URANS
(b) Full cavity HRLES
Figure 4.31: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q = 1)
colored with values of local Mach number for the controlled flow over the wind-tunnel
model
Figure 4.32: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q =
10000) colored with values of local Mach number for the controlled flow over the
wind-tunnel model: close view of the overhang, full cavity HRLES
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provide details of the interaction of the jets with the overhang. Figure 4.32 depicts
Q-criterion iso-surfaces between the jet exit and the overhang. As the jets impinge
on the overhang, they experience an additional spanwise spreading that leads to an
intersection of the structures emanating from the jets. The radial shedding of spanwise
vortices near the jet centerline is clearly visible in Fig. 4.32. Also visible is a complex
interaction where the jets, that have been spread by the overhang, intersect. This
interaction gives rise to the large-scale structures convecting between the jets (Fig.
4.31).
Figure 4.33 compares the top view of the structures depicted in Fig. 4.32 at three
different times corresponding to a half-cycle of jet oscillation. From left to right,
the central jet moves up in Fig. 4.33. The jet oscillation is small compared to its
subsequent spanwise spreading at the overhang. By changing the iso-surface levels
plotted and blanking the flow structures beneath the overhang, the generation of the
large-scale structures at the intersection can be observed (Fig. 4.34). The spanwise
vortices shed from the overhang break down into the wall-bound structures near
the jet centerline and large-scale structures form between the jets. Recall that the
unactuated flow has tendency to separate (section 4.3). Therefore, in regions where
the jet velocity is not sufficient to maintain the flow attached, flow structures lift
away from the wall. The spanwise oscillation of the jets cause a spanwise meandering
of the large-scale structures between the jets, as depicted in Fig. 4.34.
Onset of the large-scale structures
The creation of the large-scale structures between the jets has been attributed to
the interaction of the spanwise vortices shed at the overhang with the outer flow.
A more detailed explanation of their origin is sought. This analysis relies on the
URANS closure, as it does predict the large-scales, and the absence of the smaller
flow structures provides a clearer result.
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Figure 4.33: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q =
10000) colored with values of local Mach number, top view: spanwise motion of the
jets, full cavity HRLES
Figure 4.34: Iso-surfaces of Q criterion (Q = 10) colored by Mach number, 0.25 ≤
x/c ≤ 0.5, full cavity HRLES. Flow structures below the overhang are blanked.
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Figures 4.35 and 4.36 illustrate two components of the velocity and vorticity vec-
tors immediately upstream and downstream of the overhang edge. The middle fluidic
oscillator is centered at y/c = 0, and the center of the neighboring fluidic oscillator
are at ±0.112. To simplify the discussion, consider the interaction (halfway between
two jets) at the right of the figures (y/c ' 0.05, z/c ' 0.255). Large opposite values
of spanwise velocities are present to the left and right of this interaction location be-
neath the overhang, consistent with the spanwise spreading of the jets. The opposite
signs indicate a collision of the two neighboring jet streams. Before the overhang
edge (x/c = 0.275, left figures), the vertical velocity is negative above the overhang
and positive near the jets. The vertical velocity is negative below the overhang be-
tween the jets, with a pocket of positive vertical velocity near the overhang upper
surface. This small pocket of vertical velocity instantly grows past the overhang edge
(x/c = 0.28, right figures) and splits the outer layer (up-welling). This is accompa-
nied with counter-rotating streamwise vorticity. The structures then arise from the
collision of the neighboring jets streams, in particular the strong spanwise velocities
associated with the spreading of the jets at the overhang. The jet-overhang-jet inter-
action at the left of the figures (y/c ' 0.06) are approximately a mirror image of the
interaction at the right (y/c ' 0.05).
The breakdown of spanwise vorticity into smaller wall-bound structures aligned
with the jets can also be explained with the spanwise velocity field. Near the jet
centers, the spanwise velocity also exhibits a change of sign. In contrast with the
interaction region, the streams are moving away from each other rather than colliding.
As a result, the coherence of the spanwise vortices cannot be maintained, the shedding
occurs almost radially, and the structures break down.
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Figure 4.35: Instantaneous velocity contours at two streamwise planes. Upstream of
the overhang edge (x/c = 0.275, left) and downstream of the overhang edge (x/c =
0.28, right). Spanwise velocity (v/U0, top) and vertical velocity (w/U0, bottom).
Figure 4.36: Instantaneous vorticity contours at two streamwise planes. Upstream
of the overhang edge (x/c = 0.275, left) and downstream of the overhang edge
(x/c = 0.28, right). Streamwise vorticity (ζxc/U0, top) and spanwise vorticity (ζyc/U0,
bottom).
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Mechanisms of flow separation delay
Further inspection of the vorticity in the flow field provide an insight into how the jets
attach the flow. Figure 4.37 depicts the instantaneous spanwise vorticity contours
obtained from the full cavity HRLES computations at the mid-plane (through jet
centers) and between the jets. As previously discussed, the flow structures near the
jet centerline remain wall-bound (Fig. 4.37a) downstream of the jets. In contrast,
the structures between the jets move away from the wall (Fig. 4.37b). The additional
information that the spanwise vorticity provides is the direction of rotation. The jets
attach the flow by introducing spanwise vortices rotating in the direction opposite to
the outer layer, thereby preventing its separation (Fig. 4.37c). The vortices rotate in
the direction because the jets move at a much higher velocity than the outer layer.
Halfway between the jets, these counter-clockwise rotating vortices are much weaker,
so the clockwise vorticity in the separating shear layer is not as affected, and the flow
does not remain attached.
Hybrid RANS/LES blending function
The last information that must be obtained from the instantaneous flow is the HRLES
blending function (Fig. 4.38) to understand where the different closures are utilized.
The incoming boundary layer is entirely resolved with RANS until the jets are en-
countered. In the absence of turbulent fluctuations in the boundary condition, the
HRLES closure reverts to RANS as expected. The LES content is excited by the jets
and their interaction with the overhang. The interaction between the jets and the
outer flow results in a triple deck in the blending function (not including the region
above the incoming boundary layer). Downstream of the jet location, the near-wall
region and the outer shear layer are treated with RANS, while LES is active between
these two layers. It is in this intermediary region that the flow structures depicted in
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(a) Actuator center (y/c = 0), overview, Q = 1
(b) Between actuators (y/c = 0.055), overview, Q = 1
(c) Actuator center (y/c = 0), close view of the overhang, Q = 100
(d) Between actuators (y/c = 0.055), close view of the overhang, Q =
100
Figure 4.37: Instantaneous spanwise vorticity contours overlayed with iso-lines of the
second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q), full cavity HRLES
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(a) Actuator center (y/c ' 0)
(b) Between actuators (y/c ' 0.05625)
Figure 4.38: Instantaneous HRLES blending function 0 (LES) ≤ F ≤ 1 (RANS) for
the simulation of the curved surface and two fluidic oscillators, full cavity HRLES
Fig. 4.31 are resolved. The relevant structures are resolved with LES, and a variation
on the blending function is presented in section 4.6.3.
Wall skin friction
The wall skin friction (Fig. 4.39) provides additional evidence that the flow is attached
(positive skin friction) at the center plane. Furthermore, the skin friction distribu-
tion indicates the presence of separated flow regions between the jets (marginally
negative skin friction), which spread in the spanwise direction further downstream.
This observation is consistent with the large-scale structures, introduced earlier, that
develop between the jets and meander in the spanwise direction (Fig. 4.31). Finally,
the region immediately downstream of the jets also exhibits negative skin friction,
consistent with the recirculation region between the jet and the lower wall, before the




Figure 4.39: Wall skin friction contours, full cavity HRLES
4.5.2 Time-averaged flow
The computations are compared to time-averaged PIV in the test section center plane,
stereo PIV measurements at three spanwise planes, and pressure measurement along
the model centerline. Figure 4.40 is the pressure coefficient at the centerline of the
model, and Fig. 4.41 contains the velocity profiles at multiple streamwise locations.
The smoothness of the pressure distribution and velocity profiles confirm that the
first-order statistics have converged. The pressure distributions and velocity profiles
show that the simulations are able to correctly predict the suppression of separation.
According to the pressure coefficient distribution, the most accurate agreement
with experimental data is obtained with the boundary condition model and the
URANS closure. However, the latter computational approach predicts a small sep-
aration bubble at the trailing edge, which is not observed in the experiments and
the other computational approaches (x/c = 1.2 in Fig. 4.41b). The maximum dis-
crepancy between the simulation approaches and the experiments when comparing
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(b) Close view (x/c = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4)
Figure 4.41: Controlled flow time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (x0 + 0.1uU0 ) at
different streamwise locations. Legend as in Fig. 4.40.
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the different simulation approaches have up to 100% relative error in pressure coef-
ficient when compared to one another, whereas they are within 10% of one another
in locations of non-zero pressure coefficient and away from the pressure spikes that
occur near the overhang. Similar to the base flow, the error on the velocity profiles
between computation and experiment is approximately 10% away from the wall. The
maximum velocity at x/c = 1.8 is experimentally 10% higher than the estimated
freestream velocity, which can be explained by the blockage introduced by the upper
and side walls. The effect of increasing the freestream velocity in the computations
to account for the blockage is discussed in section 4.6.4.
Figures 4.42 and 4.43 provide comparisons between computation and experiments
for the time-averaged vorticity and TKE respectively at the mid-plane of the test
section. For HRLES, the simulation TKE is a summation of its modeled and resolved
components. Close views of the overhang for the vorticity and TKE are provided in
Fig. 4.44. The range of the contour levels are extended in Fig. 4.44 to show more
details of the behavior at the actuator exit. For instance, the TKE levels are extended
from 0 ≤ TKE/U20 ≤ 0.04 to 0 ≤ TKE/U20 ≤ 0.4. Immediately after the actuator
exit and as the flow is deflected by the overhang, concentrations of vorticity and TKE
are apparent in the mid-plane. This results from interactions with the outer flow,
and these interactions ultimately lead to a decrease in TKE downstream compared
to the base flow, as the flow remains attached.
The TKE contours are very sensitive to the different simulation approaches. The
full cavity HRLES method produces a thin trail of moderate non-dimensional TKE
values (0.01-0.02 for x/c > 0.5) at the mid-plane, similar to the experimental data.
Conversely, the full cavity URANS presents values as high as 0.03 in the same region.
The trend is reversed immediately downstream of the overhang (x/c ' 0.28), as
HRLES exhibits a larger area for high TKE concentration. Thus, a higher TKE
concentration near the overhang, resulting from the vortical interactions, reduces the
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TKE levels far downstream. The TKE concentrations near the overhang can only be
assessed computationally.
Following the computations, additional experiments were conducted using stereo
PIV to measure the spanwise effect of the jets on the wall-mounted model. Figure 4.45
is a comparison between computation and experiments of streamwise vorticity and
TKE. The time-averaged streamwise vorticity exhibits a positive rotation (counter-
clockwise) to the right of the central jet when looking upstream and a negative rota-
tion on the left of the jet. The time-averaged streamwise vorticity exhibits a similar
sense of rotation near the neighboring jets, which results in up-welling between the
jets. This is consistent with the previous observation of large-scale structures in the
instantaneous flow. Shadows of these structures appear as loops in the time-averaged
stereo PIV TKE contours. As discussed for the base flow, the experimental actuated
flow exhibits a spanwise variation. The loops reflecting the presence of the large scale
structures are clearly visible for x/c = 0.88 at the right of the PIV window of Fig.
4.45, but not at the left. It is very likely that variations in the behavior of the indi-
vidual jets adds to the pre-existing spanwise variation of the base flow, resulting in
variations that will not be reproduced computationally. The computational solution
with HRLES best matches the experimental data obtained at the left of the stereo
PIV window. The lower values of TKE downstream of the jets at the right of the
stereo PIV window indicate that the associated jets introduce higher TKE concentra-
tions near their orifice. Indeed, as previously discussed, higher concentration of TKE
near the overhang result in lower values downstream.
The behavior observed with the pressure coefficient and the velocity distributions
can be explained by the spanwise variation in the experiments. As previously dis-
cussed, the full cavity HRLES performs better in predicting the velocity profiles at
the center plane, while the boundary condition URANS performs better in predicting
the pressure coefficient. Figure 4.47 illustrates the spanwise variation of the pressure
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(a) Experiments
(b) Computations, full cavity URANS
(c) Computations, full cavity HRLES
(d) Computations, BC URANS
(e) Computations, BC HRLES
Figure 4.42: Controlled flow mean spanwise vorticity
contours at the mid-plane
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(a) Experiments
(b) Computations, full cavity URANS
(c) Computations, full cavity HRLES
(d) Computations, BC URANS
(e) Computations, BC HRLES
Figure 4.43: Controlled flow mean in-plane TKE
(u′2 + w′2/2) contours at the mid-plane
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(a) Vorticity contours, full cavity URANS (b) TKE contours, full cavity URANS
(c) Vorticity contours, full cavity HRLES (d) TKE contours, full cavity HRLES
(e) Vorticity contours, BC URANS (f) TKE contours, BC URANS
(g) Vorticity contours, BC HRLES (h) TKE contours, BC HRLES
Figure 4.44: Controlled flow time-averaged spanwise vorticity and in-plane TKE





(a) Time-averaged streamwise vorticity contours (b) Time-averaged TKE contours
Figure 4.45: Actuated flow comparison between computation (full cavity HRLES)
and experiments at three spanwise planes downstream of the jets: x/c = 0.42 (top),
x/c = 0.7 (middle), x/c = 0.88 (bottom)
(a) Averaged over 57 cycles (b) Averaged over 136 cycles





















Figure 4.47: Actuated flow experimental spanwise variation of the pressure coefficient
coefficient at three different streamwise location and the computational results. It
is clear that the flow is not nominally two-dimensional. While the magnitude of the
variations due to the different computational approaches is comparable to the exper-
imental spanwise variation (100% change at x/c = 1.16), directions of the variations
are opposite. At x/c = 1.16, the pressure coefficient decreases away from the center-
line experimentally, the boundary condition with URANS matches the experimental
value at the centerline, and other computational approaches result in higher pressure
coefficients. Since pressure waves propagate at the speed of sound, the pressure dis-
tribution at the center plane is easily influenced by the behavior at other spanwise
locations. The instantaneous pressure distributions exhibit large fluctuations about
the time-averaged value, as illustrated in Fig. 4.48. These pressure fluctuations were
taken at the mid spanwise plane of the computational domain, in line with the center
of the middle jet. The amplitude of the fluctuations are lower with URANS com-
pared to HRLES due to the dissipative nature of URANS, and they are an order of
magnitude larger than the difference in mean values.
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Figure 4.48: Controlled flow pressure coefficient fluctuation in full cavity simulations.
Shaded area: region between minimum and maximum values; Solid and dashed lines:
time average; Symbols: all experimental values along span.
An important factor influencing the TKE contours from a computational stand-
point is the duration of the time-averaging process. Indeed, there are significant dif-
ferences between averaging over 57 cycles of jet oscillation or 136 cycles (Fig. 4.46).
The TKE takes a longer time to converge with the HRLES closure, as smaller scale
structures (small spatial and time scale) are resolved. Figure 4.49 is a comparison of
streamwise vorticity and TKE for URANS and HRLES at different planes. Shadows
of the large-scale structures appear between the jets in the time-averaged TKE with
URANS, though the levels (Fig. 4.49b) are higher than expected, and there is signif-
icant spanwise variation. The streamwise vorticity contours are also smoother with
URANS than HRLES, as can be expected. The challenge in the present simulations
stem from the difference in scales between the jets and the outer flow they interact
with. A significantly longer time-average duration would be computationally pro-
hibitive. Averaging over 136 cycles already requires more than 100, 000 CPU hours.
It is shown later (section 4.6.9), that stronger flow structures are reflected in the
time-average with HRLES for a similar averaging duration as the results discussed
here. What is captured in the TKE contours is therefore a function of the dynamics
of the flow structures.
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(a) Streamwise vorticity contours, full cavity
URANS
(b) TKE contours, full cavity URANS
(c) Streamwise vorticity contours, full cavity
HRLES
(d) TKE contours, full cavity HRLES
Figure 4.49: Controlled flow time-averaged streamwise vorticity and TKE
(u′2 + v′2 + w′2/2) contours
The character of the instantaneous streamwise vorticity contours (Fig. 4.50) is
very different from the time-averaged flow, as many vortices of opposite directions
interact in the flowfield. When more of these structures are resolved, a longer time-
averaging duration must be be utilized to converge the second-order statistics. Fur-
thermore, as discussed in section 4.5.1, the instantaneous flow provides many insights
into the physics that can not be obtained by only inspecting the time-averaged flow-
field.
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(a) x/c = 0.42, t ' t0 (b) x/c = 0.42, t ' t0 +
T/2
(c) x/c = 0.42, t ' t0+T
(d) x/c = 0.7, t ' t0 (e) x/c = 0.7, t ' t0 +
T/2
(f) x/c = 0.7, t ' t0 + T
(g) x/c = 0.88, t ' t0 (h) x/c = 0.88, t ' t0 +
T/2
(i) x/c = 0.88, t ' t0+T
Figure 4.50: Actuated flow instantaneous streamwise vorticity (full cavity HRLES) at
three spanwise planes downstream of the jets: x/c = 0.42 (top), x/c = 0.7 (middle),






























(b) y − z plane
Figure 4.51: Illustration of the points where the instantaneous solution was collected
4.5.3 Temporal characteristics of the fluidic oscillators in the controlled flow
To complete the description of the actuated flow, time histories of the velocity at
multiple points are presented, as well as their frequency spectra. Figure 4.51 illus-
trates the points near the overhang where data were collected at every iteration of
the full cavity HRLES simulation over approximately 68 jet oscillation cycles (10.4
milliseconds). The points are identified with two coordinates, where the first coor-
dinate is the streamwise location (right below the overhang, at the jet orifice and
halfway between the overhang and the lower surface), and the second coordinate is
the spanwise location.
Figures 4.52 and 4.53 depict the spanwise velocity and spectra of the veloc-
ity magnitude fluctuations. The spanwise velocities downstream of the jet centers
clearly exhibit oscillation at 6.6 kHz, which is 4% higher than the value obtained





' 4.9. The second harmonic is also clearly captured at several locations.
The negative 5/3 slope is captured in the spectra between 3 kHz and 100 kHz near
jet centers. The jets operate in phase, as there is not significant phase lag seen in
Fig. 4.52 a, c and e. As discussed in section 4.4.2, this is enforced by the spanwise
periodicity, and the boundary condition model is later leveraged to evaluate a 180◦
phase difference (section 4.6.2). The flow between the jets in the spanwise direction is
characterized by extreme events, that do not exhibit a specific frequency. As a result,
the spanwise velocity shows no specific periodicity (red curves in Fig. 4.52 b, d and
f).
The computational spectra exhibit an additional high frequency peak at 125 kHz.
According the spanwise velocity time histories, this high frequency peak corresponds
to instantaneous spanwise oscillations of the jet in addition to the sweeping motion.
Lakebrink et al. [63] also reported a frequency peak at 200 kHz in their computations
of a fluidic oscillator. There is currently no experimental data to validate this peak.
After inspection of several other points (including in the actuator cavity) collected at
every 20 iteration, only the oscillator nozzle and overhang region are affected by this
high-frequency peak. While the computational temporal resolution (3.6 MHz) is high
enough to capture such a high peak, the observed behavior is similar to a spurious
TKE pile-up near the LES cutoff frequency, as reported by multiple authors [135,
136]. Potential remedies include the application of a high-order filter to the numerical
solution [137] and variations in the dissipation properties of the LES closure [136].
These are not explored here, as the high frequency peak is dissipated downstream of


































































































































































(e) Halfway between the lower surface and the
































(f) Halfway between the lower surface and the
overhang, comparison between different spanwise
locations
Figure 4.52: Instantaneous spanwise velocity at different points in the controlled flow
field: comparisons between the centers of two different jets (left), comparison between












































































































































































































































(e) Halfway between the lower surface and the















































(f) Halfway between the lower surface and the
overhang, comparison between different spanwise
locations
Figure 4.53: Power spectral density of the velocity magnitude fluctuations at multiple
points in the controlled flow field, based on 10.4 milliseconds of recorded data: com-
parisons between the centers of two different jets (left), comparison between different
spanwise locations (right)
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4.6 Variations on the computational methodology and jet configuration
for the actuated flow
Multiple variations on the initial computations were performed to assess sensitivities
to the computational methodologies and acquire a deeper understanding of the physics
of the flow actuation.
4.6.1 Effect of grid refinement
The grid refinement study proposed in section 4.1 was limited to the base flow, 2D
grids and the URANS turbulence closure. For the actuated flow, the sensitivity of
the HRLES solution to the grid resolution was assessed by doubling the number of
cells in the streamwise and wall-normal direction for the wind tunnel domains (outer
flow). To maintain one-to-one interfaces with the actuators, the number of cells
across the depth of the fluidic oscillators was also doubled. The resulting grid had
126.5 million cells, while the initial grid had 42.8 million cells. The actuator cavity
was fully resolved in this analysis, and the HRLES turbulence closure was employed.
The resulting pressure coefficient distribution is presented in Fig. 4.54, along
with the initial computation results. The differences between the pressure coefficient
distributions are very small, with differences lower than 0.05 on Cp, indicating that




























Figure 4.54: Controlled flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: effect of wall-normal grid refinement, full cavity HRLES
4.6.2 Effect of the phase
The fluidic oscillators were synchronized in the initial computations, either with a
spanwise periodic boundary condition or in the formulation of the sweeping jet model.
Since there is no expectation of the jets being in phase in the experiments, the jets
were modeled as out of phase with the jet boundary condition model and the HRLES
turbulence closure.
Figure 4.55 compares the pressure coefficient distribution obtained when the jets
are in phase or out of phase. The maximum difference in the pressure distributions
is 0.026. Though this corresponds to a 16% relative local error, as the pressure
coefficient is close to zero, it is a small difference compared to the entire range of
pressure coefficient values (suction peak at −2.5). There are more important drivers
of the flow control effectiveness than the phase. This conclusion is consistent with
the observations of Aram et al. [70], where varying the phase (0◦, 60◦, 180◦) in
their computations only resulted in a few percent difference in pressure coefficient




























Figure 4.55: Controlled flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: effect of the phase between the jets, BC HRLES
4.6.3 Effect of the triple deck in the blending function
As previously discussed (section 4.5.1), the hybrid RANS/LES blending function
exhibits a triple deck downstream of the actuators, which could potentially affect
the accuracy of the solution in regions where the switch occurs. An evaluation was
therefore performed by setting the blending function to 0 (LES) downstream of the
overhang in a full cavity HRLES simulation, so that the outer shear layer is entirely
resolved with LES. Figure 4.56 illustrates the blending function thereby obtained,
confirming that URANS was not present downstream of the jets.
Figure 4.57 compares of the pressure coefficient distributions obtained with and
without the triple deck in the blending function downstream of the overhang. The
change in the blending function has very little effect on the pressure coefficient. Fur-
thermore, the TKE contours (Fig. 4.58) still indicate significant spanwise mixing,
rather than clear coherent structures, similar to the results obtained with the initial
blending function. This analysis demonstrates that the triple deck in the blending
function does not have adverse effects on the ability to resolve the flow structures.
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(a) Actuator center (y/c ' 0)
(b) Between actuators (y/c ' 0.05625)
Figure 4.56: Instantaneous HRLES blending function 0 (LES) ≤ F ≤ 1 (RANS) for
the simulation of the curved surface and two fluidic oscillators, full cavity HRLES,
modified blending function: F = 0 above the lower boundary layer (k ≥ 108 down-

























Figure 4.57: Controlled flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: effect of the triple deck in the hybrid RANS/LES blending function
4.6.4 Effect of downstream velocity recovery
As discussed in section 4.5.2, the experimental velocity outside the boundary layers
downstream of the model is 10% higher than the estimated freestream velocity. The
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(a) Baseline blending function
(b) F = 0 above the lower boundary layer (k ≥ 108 downstream of
the overhang)
Figure 4.58: Controlled flow time-averaged TKE (u′2 + v′2 + w′2/2) contours: effect
of the blending function
computational freestream velocity was increased by 10% to evaluate the effect on
the solution. Of course, this approach introduces a constant offset of the freestream
velocity, while a blockage from the wind tunnel walls would increase the velocity
non-linearly. This analysis relies on the full cavity HRLES computational approach.
Figure 4.59 illustrates the velocity profiles obtained with the initial computations
and the experimental data. With the modified freestream velocity, the computational
velocity outside the boundary layer downstream of x/c = 0.8 matches the experimen-
tal value. This was the desired effect of increasing the freestream velocity. A side
effect of this is that the velocity is also increased upstream of the model. A a result,
the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer is now overestimated at x/c = 0. This
is not unexpected, as blockage effects would introduce an increase in velocity that is
not constant.
An interesting result obtained by increasing the freestream velocity is the appear-




















(b) Close view (x/c = 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4)
Figure 4.59: Controlled flow time-averaged streamwise velocity profiles (x0 + 0.1uU0 ) at
different streamwise locations: effect of downstream velocity recovery.
Figure 4.60: Controlled flow time-averaged streamwise TKE at different streamwise
planes (x/c = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6): effect of downstream velocity recov-
ery.
oscillation cycles. This provides further evidence that part of the spanwise variations
observed in the experimental stereo PIV are due to local changes in the jet intensities
compared to the outer flow (Fig. 4.45).
4.6.5 Boundary condition applied at the actuator exit
In a quiescent ambient (Chapter 3), the phase-averaged boundary condition at the
actuator exit lack details of the turbulent fluctuations. The boundary condition
was therefore first specified at the throat to evaluate its accuracy for a flow control
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application. The phase-averaged model of the fluidic oscillators was then evaluated
at the exit of the device considered to be the outer mold line (Fig. 4.29). The
turbulence is resolved with HRLES, and the boundary condition model includes the
modeled turbulence.
Figure 4.61 is a comparison of pressure coefficient distributions between the pre-
viously discussed phase-averaged boundary condition at the actuator throat and a
boundary condition applied at the actuator exit. The maximum difference in pres-
sure coefficient is 0.05 at the airfoil trailing edge. As with the effect of the phase, this
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(b) Close view
Figure 4.61: Controlled flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: effect of moving the boundary condition from the throat to the exit,
BC HRLES
4.6.6 Effect of modeled turbulence in the boundary condition formulation
The boundary condition model of the actuators was evaluated with URANS, where
the turbulence is omitted from the formulation. Instead, a Neumann boundary con-
dition is set in the turbulence equations (see BC3 in section 3.7).
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Figure 4.62 is a comparison of the resulting pressure coefficient distribution with a
formulation including the modeled turbulence and experimental data. The omission
of the modeled turbulence in URANS introduces a 0.05 difference in the pressure
distributions, which is similar to the differences observed by moving the boundary
condition from the inner mold line to the outer mold line with the HRLES closure.
Therefore, the same conclusions apply: the effect of the modeled turbulence is small
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(b) Close view
Figure 4.62: Controlled flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: with modeled turbulence (red), without modeled turbulence (gray)
4.6.7 Effect of domain spanwise width
The sensitivity to the spanwise periodic boundary conditions is assessed by doubling
the spanwise width of the computational domain, while maintaining the same spacing
between jets, thereby doubling the number of actuators evaluated. In this evaluation,
the full cavities of the four fluidic oscillators are resolved and the HRLES closure
employed. As a result, the grid size doubled (from 42.8 to 85.6 million cells), with 33
computational blocks instead of 21.
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Figure 4.63 is a comparison of the time-averaged pressure coefficient distributions
between the 14 mm and 28 mm domains. The maximum difference between the
pressure coefficients is only 0.02. The vorticity dynamics (Fig. 4.64) and vorticity
and TKE (Fig. 4.65) comparisons also indicate that the solution is not significantly



























Figure 4.63: Controlled flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: effect of domain spanwise width, full cavity HRLES
4.6.8 Effect of jet spacing
The effect of jet spacing on the flow control effectiveness is now considered. In this
assessment, the spanwise width of the computational domain were maintained, while
the number of jets was halved or doubled. In the former case, only one actuator
remains, and it was fully resolved. After removing the other actuator from the initial
grid, the computational grid consists of 13 blocks and 39.3 million cells. In the
latter case, the boundary condition formulation of the actuators was leveraged, as
the corresponding internal cavity modification is not trivial. Shortening the supply
channels to fit additional jets can have an unpredictable effect on the characteristics
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(a) Two actuators resolved (full cavity HRLES), spacing 7 mm
(b) Four actuators resolved (full cavity HRLES), spacing 7 mm
Figure 4.64: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q = 1)
colored with values of local Mach number for the controlled flow over the wind-tunnel
model, top view, 0 ≤ x/c ≤ 1. The black triangles indicate the spanwise location of
the actuators.
(a) Vorticity contours, 2 actuators (b) Vorticity contours, 4 actuators
(c) TKE contours, 2 actuators (d) TKE contours, 4 actuators
Figure 4.65: Controlled flow time-averaged streamwise vorticity and TKE at different
streamwise planes (x/c = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6): effect of domain spanwise
width, full cavity HRLES
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of each actuator. This test is nonetheless important, in order to fully understand
the vorticity dynamics. The grid consists of 10 blocks and 70.9 million cells in the
case where the distance between the jets was halved. The HRLES turbulence closure
was employed to assess the effect of jet spacing. The momentum per jet remains
unchanged.
Figure 4.66 is a comparison of the pressure distributions. The coefficient of pres-
sure near x/c = 1 decreases with the spacing between the jets, indicating that the
flow control is more effective. These variations in pressure coefficient (0.04 to 0.06)





























Figure 4.66: Controlled flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: effect of jet spacing
Figures 4.67, 4.68 and 4.69 illustrate the flow structures for different actuator
spacings. They depict the top, side and isometric views of the flow field, respectively.
As the spacing between the jets decreases, the flow structures move closer to the wall.
This is reflected in the time-averaged TKE (Fig. 4.70), where the layers of TKE
concentration move closer to the wall. Furthermore, the TKE at downstream planes
decreases with the jet spacing, consistent with an increased flow control effectiveness.
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(a) One actuator resolved (full cavity HRLES), spacing 14 mm
(b) Two actuators resolved (full cavity HRLES), spacing 7 mm
(c) Four actuators resolved (BC HRLES), spacing 3.5 mm
Figure 4.67: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q = 1)
colored with values of local Mach number for the controlled flow over the wind-tunnel
model, top view, 0 ≤ x/c ≤ 1: effect of jet spacing. The black triangles indicate the
spanwise location of the actuators.
The spanwise character of the flow structures varies with the spacing. When the
spacing is 14 mm or 28 mm, large-scale structures clearly develop between the jets,
while the flow remains wall-bound in the line of action of the jets. A spacing of 28
mm is large enough that there is no direct interaction between neighboring jets, yet
the upward motion of the jet is sufficient for large-scale structures to form. When
the spacing is 3.5 mm, the flow is almost uniform spanwise. In that case, the jets
actually merge before reaching the overhang (Fig. 4.69f), so a spanwise uniform jet
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interacts with the overhang and the outer shear layer. This defines a lower limit on
the spacing, as the jet oscillations become irrelevant when the spacing is that small,
making the flow control less efficient. Quantitatively, the flow structures (Fig. 4.68)
do not move as much towards the wall when the spacing is decreased from 7 mm to
3.5 mm compared to when the spacing is decreased from 14 mm to 7 mm (0.02 chords
versus 0.04 chords at x/c = 1).
(a) One actuator resolved (full cavity HRLES), spacing 14 mm
(b) Two actuators resolved (full cavity HRLES), spacing 7 mm
(c) Four actuators resolved (BC HRLES), spacing 3.5 mm
Figure 4.68: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q = 1)
colored with values of local Mach number for the controlled flow over the wind-tunnel
model, side view, 0 ≤ x/c ≤ 1: effect of jet spacing.
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(a) One actuator resolved (full cavity
HRLES), spacing 14 mm, Q = 1
(b) One actuator resolved (full cavity
HRLES), spacing 14 mm, Q = 10000
(c) Two actuators resolved (full cavity
HRLES), spacing 7 mm, Q = 1
(d) Two actuators resolved (full cavity
HRLES), spacing 7 mm, Q = 10000
(e) Four actuators resolved (BC HRLES),
spacing 3.5 mm, Q = 1
(f) Four actuators resolved (BC HRLES),
spacing 3.5 mm, Q = 10000
Figure 4.69: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor colored
with values of local Mach number for the controlled flow over the wind-tunnel model,
3D views: effect of jet spacing.
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(a) One actuator resolved (full cavity HRLES), spacing 14 mm
(b) Two actuators resolved (full cavity HRLES), spacing 7 mm
(c) Four actuators resolved (BC HRLES), spacing 3.5 mm
Figure 4.70: Actuated flow time-averaged TKE (u′2 + v′2 + w′2/2) contours at differ-
ent streamwise planes (x/c = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6): effect of jet spacing
4.6.9 Effect of the overhang
The effect of the overhang was evaluated by removing it from the computational
domain, while keeping the baseline jet orientation of 54.6◦. This provides some im-
portant insights to further understand the physics involved in sweeping jets. Figure
4.71 illustrates the modification of the computational domain that permitted this
assessment of the effect of the overhang. The computations were performed with the
HRLES turbulence closure, and a boundary condition model of the actuators was





Patched BC (instead of wall)
Figure 4.71: Illustration of the geometry modification to remove the overhang
Figure 4.72 is a comparison of the pressure coefficient distributions with and with-
out the overhang. The maximum difference in the pressure coefficient is 0.15, and
this occurs at the airfoil trailing edge. The removal of the overhang has a higher im-
pact than the phase (section 4.6.2), modeled turbulence (section 4.6.5) and boundary





























Figure 4.72: Actuated flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: effect of removing the overhang
Figure 4.73 depicts of the instantaneous flow fields obtained with and without
the overhang. Without the overhang, the jets (with an orientation of 54.6◦ with re-
spect to the horizontal) behave like jets in crossflow [138]. Large scale structures are
centered around the jets rather than between them, as observed with the overhang.
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(a) Without the overhang, isometric view (b) With the overhang, isometric view
(c) Without the overhang, side view (d) With the overhang, side view
(e) Without the overhang, top view, 0 ≤ x/c ≤ 1 (f) With the overhang, top view, 0 ≤ x/c ≤ 1
Figure 4.73: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q =
10) colored with values of local Mach number for the controlled flow over the wind-
tunnel model, BC HRLES
Furthermore, the flow remains attached between the jets. This is a completely dif-
ferent flow control mechanism than what has been studied up to this point. The
jets do not interact with one another, as the overhang is no longer present to spread
them early on in the spanwise direction. Further investigation of multiple instanta-
neous flow fields indicates that vortical structures between the jets, similar to the
ones observed with the overhang, are still generated, but they rapidly merge into the
large structures centered around the jets. Therefore, when the jets are free into the
crossflow, they generate strong streamwise vortices that attach the flow between the
jets (down-welling).
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(a) Vorticity contours, without the overhang (b) TKE contours, without the overhang
(c) Vorticity contours, with the overhang (d) TKE contours, with the overhang
Figure 4.74: Actuated flow time-averaged spanwise vorticity and in-plane TKE
(u′2 + w′2/2) contours, overview, with and without the overhang, BC HRLES
(a) Spanwise vorticity contours, without the
overhang
(b) TKE contours, without the overhang
(c) Spanwise vorticity contours, with the
overhang
(d) TKE contours, with the overhang
Figure 4.75: Actuated flow time-averaged spanwise vorticity and in-plane TKE
(u′2 + w′2/2) contours, close view of the jet, with and without the overhang, BC
HRLES
Figures 4.74 and 4.75 compare the time-averaged spanwise vorticity and TKE at
the mid-plane of the computational domain with and without the overhang. They
provide further evidence of the convection of the jets away from the wall without the
overhang.
The time-averaged streamwise vorticity (Fig. 4.76a) exhibits a sense of vorticity
consistent with jets in crossflow and opposite to the sense observed in the presence of
the overhang (Fig. 4.76b). Furthermore, the TKE (Fig. 4.76c) exhibits shadows of
the streamwise vortices at x/c = 0.8, in contrast with the computational result in the
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presence of the overhang (Fig. 4.76d). As previously discussed, shadows of large-scale
structures between the jets are present in the experimental data (Fig. 4.45), which
includes the overhang. The resolution of the structures centered around the jets with
LES and the high strength of these vortices result in visible loop features in the TKE
contours of present case (x/c = 0.8 in Fig. 4.76c), even though the duration of the
time-average is not significantly longer that the initial computations in the presence
of the overhang. Figure 4.77 shows the HRLES blending function at the jet centerline
and between the jets. The flow field downstream of the jet is entirely captured with
LES, because the jet excites the LES content, as it convects away from the wall. This
is different from the behavior previously observed in the presence of the overhang
(Fig. 4.38), where part of the shear layer above the jet was resolved with URANS.
The flow between the jets is captured with URANS, as the flow remains attached.
In the present case, the jets make a high angle with respect to the outer flow,
so that the vortical structured forming around the jets move away from the sur-
face. Conversely, when the overhang was used to turn the flow into the streamwise
direction, the flow remained attached in the line of action of the jets. Therefore,
the overhang provides an effective means to turn the jets and attach the flow, when
spacing constraints prevent the orientation of the jets directly tangential to the outer
flow. The best of both worlds could be obtained with free jets oriented as close to
the streamwise direction as possible without an overhang, as discussed in the next
section.
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(a) Streamwise vorticity contours, without the
overhang
(b) Streamwise vorticity contours, with the over-
hang
(c) TKE contours, without the overhang (d) TKE contours, with the overhang
Figure 4.76: Controlled flow time-averaged streamwise vorticity and TKE at differ-
ent streamwise planes (x/c = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6), with and without the
overhang, BC HRLES
(a) Actuator center (y/c ' 0)
(b) Between actuators (y/c ' 0.05625)
Figure 4.77: Instantaneous HRLES blending function 0 (LES) ≤
F ≤ 1 (RANS) for the simulation of the curved surface and two
fluidic oscillators, without the overhang
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4.6.10 Effect of jet orientation
In this variation, the orientation of the actuators was modified so that the jets do
not impinge directly on the overhang. The flow control is more effective if the jets
issue directly into the outer flow direction rather than using the overhang to turn
the jets. Simulations were performed by rotating the actuators, as illustrated in
Fig. 4.78. The computations are performed with a boundary condition model of the
fluidic oscillators and the HRLES turbulence closure. The only modification to the
boundary condition formulation was a rotation of the momentum vector. As such,
the momentum coefficient remained the same.
Y X
Z
Figure 4.78: Comparison of the initial orientation and the modified orientation to
bypass the overhang: initial (black), modified (red)
Figure 4.79 depicts the pressure coefficient distributions obtained with the two jet
orientations and for an inviscid solution without flow control. In the inviscid limit,
the pressure drag is minimized, and the controlled flow pressure distribution tends to
the inviscid limit when the jets are oriented in the streamwise direction. To reiterate,
the introduction of the overhang for the wind tunnel experiments is an effective way
to turn the flow given the geometric constraints. However, as future designs are
evaluated, especially in full-scale applications, it will be worth exploring the trade
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Figure 4.79: Controlled flow time-averaged pressure coefficient distribution over the
curved surface: effect of changing the jet orientation
Figures 4.80 to 4.83 provide an overview of the flow field and how it compares to
the initial computations. These figures depicts quantities that were previously intro-
duced, such as time-averaged vorticity and TKE. The large-scale structures between
the jets do not develop when the jets are oriented in the streamwise direction (Fig.
4.80a), and in contrast with the simple removal of the overhang, the jets remain wall-
bound. As a result, all flow structures remain close to the wall (Fig. 4.80c). This
results in low levels of TKE downstream, and the time-averaged spanwise vorticity
no longer exhibits a long tail (Fig. 4.81a versus Fig. 4.81c).
The streamwise vorticity exhibits more complex patterns at x/c = 0.4 and x/c =
0.6 (Fig. 4.83a versus Fig. 4.83b), as the sign of the time-averaged vorticity alter-
nates in the wall-normal direction. This behavior is similar to a wall jet [139] where
small streamwise vortices convect beneath larger counter-rotating vortices. Similar
to results obtained by removing the overhang, the 3.6◦ jets induce a negative stream-
wise vorticity at their right (looking upstream) and a positive vorticity at their left,
indicating down-welling (Fig. 4.83a).
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(a) 3.6◦ jet, isometric view (b) 54.6◦ jet, isometric view
(c) 3.6◦ jet, side view (d) 54.6◦ jet, side view
(e) 3.6◦ jet, top view, 0 ≤ x/c ≤ 1 (f) 54.6◦ jet, top view, 0 ≤ x/c ≤ 1
Figure 4.80: Iso-surfaces of the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor (Q =
10) colored with values of local Mach number for the controlled flow over the wind-
tunnel model, BC HRLES
(a) Vorticity contours, 3.6◦ jet (b) TKE contours, 3.6◦ jet
(c) Vorticity contours, 54.6◦ jet (d) TKE contours, 54.6◦ jet
Figure 4.81: Actuated flow time-averaged spanwise vorticity and in-plane TKE
(u′2 + w′2/2) contours, overview, different jet orientations, BC HRLES
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(a) Spanwise vorticity contours, 3.6◦ jet (b) TKE contours, 3.6◦ jet
(c) Spanwise vorticity contours, 54.6◦ jet (d) TKE contours, 54.6◦ jet
Figure 4.82: Actuated flow time-averaged spanwise vorticity and in-plane TKE
(u′2 + w′2/2) contours, close view of the jet, different jet orientations, BC HRLES
(a) Streamwise vorticity contours, 3.6◦ jet (b) Streamwise vorticity contours, 54.6◦ jet
(c) TKE contours, 3.6◦ jet (d) TKE contours, 54.6◦ jet
Figure 4.83: Controlled flow time-averaged streamwise vorticity and TKE at different




A flow control application of fluidic oscillator was evaluated computationally. The
results were experimentally validated and provided further insights into the physics.
The base flow was characterized, and correlated with experimental data. The
baseline computations over-predicted the amount of separation. The computations
were found to be sensitive to the trip wire implementation, the overhang, and the
turbulence closure. The spanwise variations in the experimental data and the mi-
gration of the reattachment location downstream at infinitesimally small actuation
levels support the sensitivity of the setup, and the need to provide bounds in the
experimental data.
The simulation of the isolated sweeping jet actuator in quiescent conditions re-
sulted in a characterization of its oscillation frequency. The predicted frequencies
are within 2.5% of the experiments at two different pressure ratios. Consistent with
the experiments, the computed oscillation frequency of an isolated fluidic oscillator
was found to be unaffected by the presence of a second actuator. This indicates that
the external interaction of the neighboring sweeping jets does not affect the internal
mechanisms generating them. This is an important finding in support of developing
boundary condition models of the actuators based on the simulation of a single one.
Computations of the actuated flow provided important details of the physics near
the jets exits, where experiments do not have access. In the configuration tested in
the wind tunnel, the jets, oriented 54.6◦ with respect to the horizontal impinge on
an overhang that turns the flow. The resulting shedding of counter-rotating spanwise
vortices at the overhang cancels the vorticity of the outer layer, so that the flow
attaches to the surface in line with the jet direction. The impingement of the jets on
the overhang causes a spanwise spreading of the jets and an early interaction between
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the neighboring jets. Large-scale structures form between the jets with streamwise
vorticity of opposite signs to jets in crossflow.
The hybrid RANS/LES turbulence closure provided a better resolution of many
flow structures. The pressure distributions over the wall-mounted model predicted
with URANS were in better agreement with experimental data at the trailing edge
compared to HRLES, though the time-averaged velocities exhibited the opposite
trend. This was attributed to the strong spanwise variation in the experiments,
which resulted in a pressure distribution that does not reflect a single jet behav-
ior. The second-order statistics of the flow such as the turbulent kinetic energy were
correlated with experiments, unlike other studies in the literature [68, 70, 71]. The
experimental spanwise variations were clearly visible in the TKE contours and com-
putational sensitivity analyses linked them to local variations in the local properties
of the jets relative to the outer flow.
The boundary condition model of the actuators provided accurate predictions for
this flow control application, including when it is applied at the outer mold line. The
physics of flow separation control over the wall mounted model are dominated by
the interaction with the overhang. Therefore, contrary sweeping jet issuing into a
quiescent ambient, the omission of modeled and resolved turbulence does not result
in significant differences in the flow control application.
Other variations on the flow control configuration leveraged the boundary con-
dition model to further explore the design space (effect of spacing, jet orientation,
phase, etc.). In particular, when the jets are oriented such that they issue directly
into the streamwise direction without using the overhang to turn, the pressure coef-
ficient distribution approaches the optimal inviscid limit.
Overall, this chapter provides a unique analysis of the physics driving the attach-





The present work advances the state-of-the-art by investigating in detail the internal
physics of a jet interaction fluidic oscillator, the characteristics of the sweeping jet
generated, the interaction of such a flow control technique with a separating shear
layer and the computational methods by which to predict them. Specific detailed
technical findings are summarized at the end of each chapter. In addition, some
overarching conclusions are presented here.
5.1.1 Simulation of jet interaction fluidic oscillators
The accurate simulation of jet interaction fluidic oscillators requires time-accuracy
and three-dimensional grids to prevent spurious asymmetries in the internal flow and
sweeping jet. Two-dimensional simulation are only useful to estimate the oscilla-
tion frequency. Frequencies were predicted within 5% of experimental data, for two
different designs, at different pressure ratios and flow rates.
The detailed analysis of the internal flow physics from the computations revealed
similar characteristics to the prior experiments by Tomac and Gregory [121] at a
different actuator scale, such as jet bifurcation, deflection and vortical balance.
Interactions between sweeping jets outside fluidic oscillators do not have a sig-
nificant impact on the oscillation frequencies, and they do not modify the internal
dynamics. Therefore, boundary condition models of the actuators can be derived
from a single isolated actuator and extended to multiple actuators in an array.
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5.1.2 Fluidic oscillator boundary condition models
Boundary condition models are an effective way to reduce the computational cost,
with regards to the grid size, the time-step, and the initial transients. They permit a
rapid evaluation of different actuator implementations.
The most accurate boundary condition consists in applying the recorded data
from a fully-resolved simulation exactly to subsequent evaluations. The turbulent
variables computed by the turbulence closure (modeled turbulence) are included in
this formulation, and it retains all flow structures (resolved turbulence). As a result,
all spatio-temporal properties of the sweeping jets are recovered when this boundary
condition is applied. However, it imposes a stringent requirement on the duration
of the fully-resolved computation and data storage and the parameters (time step,
initial condition) of subsequent analyses.
A phase-averaged boundary condition formulation, that includes the modeled tur-
bulence but removes the resolved turbulence during the phase-averaging process, was
proposed in this work. It can be applied with arbitrary initial conditions and phase
shifts. A functional representation of the phase-averaged boundary condition was also
introduced in this work. It relies on the periodic oscillation of the flow variables, and
was shown to capture the important mechanism leading to the jet oscillations.
Boundary condition formulations that ignore the turbulence were shown to be
inadequate at the exit of the actuator or outer mold line, unless other interactions in
the flow field dominate the effect of the turbulence. Because turbulence production
mostly occurs in the fluidic oscillator nozzle, a phase-averaged formulation is adequate
a the throat (entrance of the nozzle). Such a model applied at the throat and including
the modeled turbulence was found to introduce less than 10% error compared to fully-
resolved simulations in a quiescent ambient.
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5.1.3 Interaction of sweeping jets with a separating shear layer via an overhang
The jet interaction fluidic oscillators were shown to effectively mitigate flow separation
on the wall-mounted model considered. The design evaluated in the wind tunnel
included an overhang that covers the jet orifices, and its introduction was motivated
by geometrical constraints. This overhang turns the jet flows into a direction parallel
to the outer shear layer. Counter-rotating spanwise vortices at the interface between
the jets and the outer shear layer keep the outer flow attached in line with the jets.
However, large-scale structures form between the jets. The computations revealed
that these large-scale structures are the result of the interaction between the jets and
the overhang. This was further shown by removing the overhang in the computations
or modifying the jet orientations. The computations were validated with experimental
data. Relative errors were 10% on average. The spanwise pressures, stereo PIV and
variations in the computational setup revealed a sensitivity of the results to local
variations in the characteristics of the outer shear layer and the jets.
5.1.4 Interaction of sweeping jets with a separating shear layer in the absence of an
overhang
The jets were found to be more effective when they are parallel to the outer flow.
Not only is the shear layer kept attached in line with the jets, but down-welling-
inducing streamwise vortices develop and attach the flow between the jets. In this
configuration, the pressure distribution over the wall-mounted model approaches the
pressure drag minimizing inviscid limit. This variation on the configuration tested
in the wind tunnel was evaluated with the new phase-averaged boundary condition
mode of the fluidic oscillators, thereby demonstrating its usefulness in exploring the
design space.
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5.2 Recommendation for future work
Several areas of improvements of the computations are proposed, along with sugges-
tions for experimental studies to aid computational validation. Recommendations
for future research on fluidic oscillators and flow control in a broader sense are also
discussed.
5.2.1 Validation experimental data for computations
The approach taken in the present work to investigate the differences between compu-
tation and experiments consisted in performing multiple variations of the simulation
and assessing the sensitivities to various parameters (trip wire, turbulence intensity,
inlet temperature, etc.). Several recommendations for experimental studies can be
addressed to provide improved validation for computational validation:
• Characterization of the incoming boundary layer, including at least the time-
averaged velocity profile and the turbulence intensity in a region without pres-
sure gradient.
• Reproducing the shape, size and location of the trip wire in the computations
proved to be a challenge. Larger-scale testing that does not need a trip wire
or that can be machined as part of the model and reproduced via CAD are
preferable for computational validation tests.
• Experimental data for unsteady aerodynamics should include minimum and
maximum values, in addition to the mean flow so that sensitivities can be
assessed.
With a better understanding of experimental uncertainties, more advanced com-
putational approaches can be explored. For example, the cross-coupling hybrid terms
and the dynamic procedure for the coefficient in the HRLES closure. Exploring the in-
fluence of advanced Large Eddy Simulation (LES) on refined grids is a line of research
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that can be undertaken so that further insights into the accuracy of the computational
methods can be assessed. Whenever possible, the experimental and computational
post-processing methods should be matched (sampling frequency, test duration, av-
eraging techniques, spatial resolution, etc.), so that these do not introduce additional
uncertainty.
5.2.2 Boundary condition models of fluidic oscillators
This study demonstrated the accuracy of boundary condition models at the fluidic
oscillator throat, and the importance of the turbulence and interactions at the outer
mold line. In situations where the outer mold line is regular (identical from one
actuator to another), approaches to take into account the turbulence, such as synthetic
turbulence generators could be explored.
Synthetic turbulence generators [129–131] have been developed for LES and hybrid
RANS/LES and applied to various flows including boundary layers and jets. These
boundary conditions can be adapted to represent the turbulent fluctuations removed
by phase-averaging. In that case, the boundary condition would be extended to
included the six components of the symmetric Reynolds-stress tensor. This is a
possible extension for boundary condition formulation with HRLES and LES.
The inherent variation of the nozzle geometry when the actuators are implemented
into a three-dimensional geometry (such as a helicopter fuselage) implies an actuator-
dependent outer mold line. A general model of the fluidic oscillators at the outer mold
line should take this aspect into account to result in accurate solution. The work in
this thesis provides the baseline for these further analyses.
5.2.3 Further exploration of the flow control design space
In the present work, some preliminary studies were conducted to assess the effect of
various parameters on the flow control effectiveness. For example, the effect of jet
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orientation was assessed on the wall-mounted model. A systematic method to find the
optimum actuation parameters would be coupling the flow solver with an optimizer.
Techniques such as the adjoint method could be employed to evaluate the gradients in
these high-fidelity optimizations. The design variables could be the reduced frequency
F+, the jet momentum coefficient Cµ, as well as the actuator placement and orienta-
tion. The adjoint methods can also be applied for error estimation by systematically
propagating uncertainties in the computations.
Furthermore, there has been a general tendency in engineering to identify reduced-
order models. Machine learning could be used as a tool on high-quality computational
and experimental data to accelerate the optimization process, provided the identified
models incorporate the necessary physics, so the models don’t fall apart outside the
training space.
5.2.4 Large scale simulations
More flow control applications should be investigated at large-scale in order to make
fluidic active flow control implementation in flight vehicles a reality. Some work has
been done in this area on the Boeing 757 ecoDemonstrator airplane [72]. Computa-
tional studies of boundary conditions and flow control effectiveness at different scales






A pressure-based, constant density formulation was added to the flow solver for max-
imum efficiency when the Mach number is known to be low everywhere in the compu-
tational domain. A description of the approach is included here for completeness and
posterity. The primitive variables W = (p u v w)T are employed. Temperature is not
included in the state vector, as the energy equation is uncoupled from the continuity
and momentum equations.
In order to make use of the existing time-marching schemes in GTsim, the Chorin
artificial compressibility method [140] was adopted. This method couples the conti-
nuity and momentum equations by introducing an artificial time-dependent pressure









where β is the artificial compressibility factor. The artificial compressibility is only
applied in pseudo time, so that the exact incompressible equations are recovered after
convergence of the sub-iterations.
The unsteady incompressible Navier-Stokes equations applied to a moving rigid













(Fc − Fv)dS = 0 . (A.2)


















nxτxx + nyτxy + nzτxz
nxτxy + nyτyy + nzτyz




The contravariant velocity defined in Chapter 2 still apply. The expressions for the
viscous stresses are very similar as well, except that the Mach number does not appear
in the non-dimensional form of the incompressible equations. The matrices At and
Aτ dictate the dependence of the state variables with respect to physical and real
time. They are given by
At =

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

. (A.4)













p̃norm = p̃∞ − ρ̃∞Ũ2∞ ρ =
ρ̃
ρ̃∞


















With this non-dimensionalization, the pressure coefficient is defined as
Cp = 2(p− 1) . (A.6)
Additional turbulence equations are modified accordingly.





0 βnx βny βnz
nx Vr + unx uny unz
ny vnx Vr + vny vnz





































According to the Steger and Warming flux Jacobian splitting, the convective flux
jacobian can be diagonalized as follows:
∂Fc
∂W
= L Λ L−1 (A.9)









(V − c) 0 0
0 0 Vr 0




V = V + Vr , c =
√
V2 + 4β , α = VVr + β (A.11)
There is no simple way to express the two eigenvectors associated with the eigenvalues
Vr, so that there is no singularity in the left matrix L−1. Therefore, three sets of
eigenvectors are implemented, with singularities at nx = 0, ny = 0, and nz = 0
respectively. All three formulations fail if the normal vector is identically null (nx =
ny = nz = 0). In that case, the flux Jacobian is also null.
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The following right and left eigenvectors are valid, as long as nx 6= 0.
L =

β(Vt + c) β(Vt − c) 0 0
(u(V + c) + 2βnx) (u(V − c) + 2βnx) −nz −ny
(v(V + c) + 2βny) (v(V − c) + 2βny) 0 nx








































The following right and left eigenvectors are valid, as long as ny 6= 0.
L =

β(Vt + c) β(Vt − c) 0 0
(u(V + c) + 2βnx) (u(V − c) + 2βnx) 0 −ny
(v(V + c) + 2βny) (v(V − c) + 2βny) −nz nx







































The following right and left eigenvectors are valid, as long as nz 6= 0.
L =

β(Vt + c) β(Vt − c) 0 0
(u(V + c) + 2βnx) (u(V − c) + 2βnx) 0 −nz
(v(V + c) + 2βny) (v(V − c) + 2βny) −nz 0








































CONVECTIVE FLUX JACOBIAN FOR THE PRECONDITIONED
SYSTEM
Splitting the convective flux Jacobian for the preconditioned system follow an ap-
proach similar to that presented by Hodara [52] for the original system. Consider
the vector or conservative variables U = (ρ ρu ρv ρw ρE)T and a vector of primi-
tive variables W = (p u v w T )T . One can move from a representation to the other







~u2 −u(γ − 1) −v(γ − 1) −w(γ − 1) γ − 1
−u/ρ 1/ρ 0 0 0
−v/ρ 0 1/ρ 0 0
−w/ρ 0 0 1/ρ 0
1
2
(γ − 1)~u2 −(γ − 1)γ
ρ
u −(γ − 1)γ
ρ
v −(γ − 1)γ
ρ









γ/T 0 0 0 −ρ/T
γu/T ρ 0 0 −ρu/T
γv/T 0 ρ 0 −ρv/T











For a correct treatment of preconditioning, the convective flux Jacobian in the con-





















= LΛL−1 . (B.4)
The eigenvalues are
Λ = diag (3× Vr, u′ + c′, u′ − c′) , (B.5)
where
u′ = Vr(1− α) c′ =
√
(αVr)2 + U2r α =
1
2








0 0 0 ρU2r ρU
2
r
0 −nzc′ nyc′ nxc′ + nxαVr −nxc′ + nxαVr
nzc
′ 0 −nxc′ nyc′ + nyαVr −nyc′ + nyαVr
−nyc′ nxc′ 0 nzc′ + nzαVr −nzc′ + nzαVr
−nxT −nyT −nzT −ρ/aΓ1 −ρ/aΓ1

, (B.7)
and the right eigenvectors are
L−1 =

−ρnx/(TaΓ1 ) 0 nzρU2r /c′ −nyρU2r /c′ −nxρU2r /T
−ρnx/(TaΓ1 ) −nzρU2r /c′ 0 nxρU2r /c′ −nyρU2r /T
−ρnx/(TaΓ1 ) nyρU2r /c′ −nxρU2r /2c′ 0 −nzρU2r /T
1
2
(1− αVr/c′) nxρU2r /2c′ nyρU2r /2c′ nzρU2r /2c′ 0
1
2














The split matrices are obtained by considering the positive eigenvalues for the positive
Jacobian and negative eigenvalues for the negative Jacobian. The diagonal matrix Λ




(Λ± |Λ|) . (B.10)
The characteristic boundary conditions for the preconditioned system are derived
from the characteristic variables Wc = L−1W.
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APPENDIX C
FUNCTIONAL FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR FLUIDIC OSCILLATOR
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The general functional fit for the flow variables in the fluidic oscillator boundary
condition models are given by Eq. 3.2 and 3.3. These functions are detailed here,
to be prescribed at the throat of the actuator. The throat is a rectangular domain
(y, z) ∈ [−0.75, 0.75]×[−0.5, 0.5] in grid units. Testing this boundary condition model
also requires the construction of a grid for the nozzle (expansion from the throat to
the exit), and for the quiescent field. The actuator exit is a rectangular domain
(y, z) ∈ [−0.75, 0.75]× [−0.84, 0.84] in grid units.
By trial-error on the 2D data, rational functions of fifth order polynomials were
selected to fit fn(y, z) and third order polynomials were selected to fit gn(z). The
advantage of the rational functions for fn(y, z) is that they do not exhibit Runge’s
phenomenon (spurious oscillations). Better accuracy is generally obtained with higher
order polynomials, but the cost of evaluating these functions in the flow solver would
increase, and the high-dimensionality makes the least-square problem harder to tackle.










where ξi = y if i = 1, and ξi = z if i = 2, and nk, dk are the coefficients determined






The coefficients nk, dk, ak, and φ0n are given by Tables C.1 and C.2 for the 2D
case. In that case, f1n(y) = 1, and ρv = 0. Realizability constraints for the turbulent
variables are enforced in the flow solver, as the boundary condition itself does not
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ρ ρu ρw ρE ρk ρω
1.01e+0 8.83e−1 −2.04e−2 5.60e−1 9.56e−3 3.86e−4
−2.16e+0 −1.60e+0 −6.07e−1 1.17e+0 5.11e−3 6.30e−6
−5.93e+0 −6.00e+0 2.49e−1 −3.40e+0 −6.78e−2 −4.04e−3
1.29e+1 1.07e+1 3.86e+0 −7.16e+0 −3.20e−2 −1.59e−4
7.78e+0 9.89e+0 −6.67e−1 4.73e+0 1.18e−1 1.04e−2
−1.75e+1 −1.74e+1 −5.75e+0 1.02e+1 4.61e−2 6.02e−4
5.37e−1 6.97e−1 6.54e−1 1.59e−1 2.21e+0 6.55e−1
−1.14e+0 −1.26e+0 −1.66e−1 3.32e−1 2.19e+0 3.00e−2
−2.97e+0 −4.50e+0 −4.83e+0 −9.10e−1 −1.78e+1 −5.21e+0
6.46e+0 8.03e+0 1.17e+0 −1.93e+0 −1.76e+1 −2.35e−1
3.53e+0 6.95e+0 8.87e+0 1.14e+0 3.62e+1 1.04e+1
−8.06e+0 −1.21e+1 −2.01e+0 2.48e+0 3.58e+1 4.59e−1







ρ ρu ρw ρE ρk ρω
3.79e−3 −5.09e−3 −4.83e−1 1.85e−3 8.67e−4 −7.41e−5
−3.63e−1 4.17e−1 −3.54e−2 −3.25e−1 −1.38e−2 1.61e−2
−5.39e−2 1.46e−2 1.11e+0 −7.20e−2 −3.29e−4 1.00e−3
5.94e−1 −2.74e+0 1.33e−1 1.50e−1 5.34e−2 −1.19e−1
−5.75e−1 −1.09e+0 −1.18e+0 −9.69e−2 7.82e−1 1.57e+0
guarantee realizability. In particular, using the coefficients in Tables C.1 and C.2, the
specific dissipation rate can become negative, which is not permissible. The equations
given here are for non-dimensional flow variables, where density, velocity, temperature
and lengths are non-dimensionalized with ρ̃∞, ã∞, T̃∞ and L̃R respectively.
Similarly, the coefficients nk, dk, ak, and φ0n are given by Tables C.3, C.4 and C.5
for the 3D case.
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ρ ρu ρv ρw ρE
5.74e−1 7.66e−1 7.17e−2 −1.89e+0 2.71e−1
−6.79e−1 −1.32e−1 3.53e+0 −4.73e+0 −8.68e−1
−9.09e−1 −2.66e+0 −3.02e+0 −2.30e+0 3.33e−1
2.32e+0 4.71e−1 −7.67e+0 5.43e−1 2.71e+0
−1.92e−1 2.31e+0 7.06e+0 −1.29e+0 −1.44e+0
−1.98e+0 −4.19e−1 −1.02e−1 −1.16e+0 −2.08e+0
2.66e−1 4.38e−1 3.57e+0 4.31e+0 7.36e−2
−3.17e−1 −7.75e−2 −9.99e−1 1.09e+1 −2.38e−1
−4.13e−1 −1.52e+0 −7.54e+0 6.40e+0 9.41e−2
1.08e+0 2.75e−1 −2.73e+0 7.08e−1 7.41e−1
−1.04e−1 1.31e+0 −8.39e−1 2.97e+0 −3.98e−1
−9.23e−1 −2.44e−1 1.22e+1 1.62e+0 −5.66e−1














ρ ρu ρv ρw ρE
2.62e−1 1.18e+0 −5.51e−4 6.29e−4 2.52e−1
2.69e−2 5.16e−2 2.63e−3 7.21e−1 −9.44e−2
−1.80e+0 −5.00e+0 1.89e−2 −5.56e−2 −1.62e+0
−2.00e−1 −4.35e−1 −2.29e−3 −4.48e+0 5.70e−1
3.03e+0 1.21e+0 −6.51e−2 2.12e−1 2.48e+0
3.68e−1 9.16e−1 −2.93e−2 6.40e+0 −7.76e−1
2.98e−1 1.63e+0 1.90e−1 3.22e−1 2.62e−1
2.98e−2 5.01e−2 4.07e−1 −3.70e−2 −9.98e−2
−1.96e+0 −5.90e+0 −1.61e+0 −2.36e+0 −1.60e+0
−2.17e−1 −4.84e−1 −3.49e+0 2.58e−1 5.57e−1
3.09e+0 −1.81e+0 3.46e+0 4.31e+0 2.21e+0
3.92e−1 1.13e+0 7.54e+0 −4.40e−1 −6.44e−1







ρ ρu ρv ρw ρE
−2.90e−3 2.46e−3 8.95e−4 4.36e−1 3.09e−3
2.98e−1 −2.70e−1 −6.85e−3 9.50e−2 −2.37e−1
3.02e−2 3.00e−2 −5.96e−4 −1.10e+0 −3.26e−2
−6.21e−1 2.15e+0 −1.41e−3 −2.73e−1 −8.47e−2
1.21e+0 4.03e−1 −4.39e−5 3.37e−1 −1.38e+0
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